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0. Introduction 
The notion of a topological group goes back to the second half of the nineteenth 
century and has its origin in the works on smooth manifolds. The groups which appeared 
there were the groups of (analytic) homeomorphisms of manifolds. After a certain period 
of experimentation with the concept of a topological group and a quest for a general and 
flexible but rigorous definition of the concept it became clear that the basic thing was 
the continuity of the group operations. By the early thirties of the present century the 
concept of a topological group had been widely accepted and the first expositions of the 
subject appeared in [27,43,21,68]. 
Now we find the notion of a topological group in almost all parts of mathematics, 
from functional analysis to computer science. An excellent introduction to the theory of 
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topological groups is Chapter II of the book Ahstmct Harmonic Anulysis I by Hewitt 
and Ross [32]. Published in 1963, this book presents practically all the basic results 
and tools for the study of general topological groups and supplies the reader with a lot 
of important examples and counterexamples. The general topology inclined reader who 
wishes to learn more on locally compact groups is strongly advised to read Chapters 
X-XII of 1281, which present a self-contained proof of the existence and uniqueness of 
the Haar measure on a locally compact group. The book [18] by Dikranjan, Prodanov 
and Stoyanov contains a complete and rigorous exposition of Pontryagin-van Kampen 
duality theory developed on a topological basis. 
This article is intended to be used as a set of lecture notes for the author’s minicourse 
on topological groups presented at the Summer Topological Conference in Mexico, 1998. 
We do not pretend to give all the basics of the subject here. Instead, we have chosen 
three particular topics--r-bounded groups, cardinal invariants of topological groups and 
&!-factorizable groups-and try to familiarize the reader with the recent advances and 
open problems in these areas. 
The choice of material was determined not only by the author’s taste but also by the 
strong influence of the author’s former teacher, A.V. Arhangel’skii. Arhangel’skii’s arti- 
cles on topological groups [l-9] suggest a clear vision of the theory of topological groups 
and its problems. The expository papers [.5] and 161 presented a wide research program in 
the area of topological groups which determined for years the research activity of many 
of Arhangel’skii’s students. Numerous new concepts and ideas were introduced in [l-9], 
and the reader will appreciate many times in this article the impact they have produced. 
We pursue two aims here. The first one is to show several specific features of topo- 
logical groups and explain why topological groups in many respects are topologically 
much better than Tychonoff spaces. The general idea here is that a “continuous” algebraic 
structure on a topological space improves the topological properties of the space. In fact, 
this influence is reciprocal: various topological properties (compactness, local compact- 
ness) of a topological group make the algebraic structure of the group more transparent 
and clearer. However, the latter effect is out of our consideration. The second aim is to 
demonstrate how well-known topological tools work in the realm of topological groups 
and what kind of problems they help to solve. 
To make the article more or less self-contained, we present in Section 2 the stan- 
dard construction of continuous pseudonorms on topological groups, and prove Guran’s 
theorem [26] about embeddings of r-bounded groups in Section 3. 
In Section 4 we consider different cardinal functions on topological groups and es- 
tablish specific relations between them. The class of R-factorizable groups appears in 
Section 5, where we find several relations between the groups of this class, rr-compact 
groups and No-bounded groups. 
1. Preliminaries 
A group G endowed with a topology r is a topological group if the multiplication 
mapping (z,;v) H XZ. y and the inverse :I: H .F’ are continuous with respect to r. The 
latter is equivalent to saying that the mapping 9 of G’ to G defined by P(.I’. 9) = II’. !I-’ 
is continuous. This definition of a topological group is due to Leja (see [36]). 
The inverse operation il in a topological group G defined by ,+(:r) = :c’ for each 
.r E G is a homeomorphism of G. Indeed, the continuity of (;” follows from the above 
definition. and the rest is immediate from the equality ~$9 o I,: = idc. 
For a subset 1)’ C G, it is common practice to write T/‘-l instead of I;!(V). We call a 
subset I/’ of G symtnekc if it satisfies V-’ = V. Note that the set U nlr-’ is symmetric 
for each fJ C G. Since U-’ is open for any open subset U of G, we conclude that open 
symmetric sets form a base at the identity of G. 
If A. I3 C G, the prodctct of A and B in G is defined as follows: 
In the special case when _,I = B we will write A’ instead of A . A. Since the multipli- 
cation in G is continuous, for every neighborhood U of the identity in G there exists a 
neighborhood V of the identity such that \I” C IJ; in addition, the neighborhood V can 
be chosen to be symmetric. 
Given a topological group G, for every element y t G we define the left trunslation 
i,, : c: - G by f,,(.r) = g .I’, .I’ E G. The mapping t, is continuous by the continuity of 
the multiplication in G. Note that the translation t,-l corresponding to 9-l is the inverse 
of t,. that is, t, o t,-~l = idc; and f,-1 o t, = idG. Since t, is a bijection of G, we 
conclude that the translation t, is a homeomorphism of G onto itself. 
If I i C G and .I’ E G, the set f,r(U) is usually denoted by .rU. Note that if U is open 
in G, then .r,C3j is also open for each .I’ E G. One defines the sets Ur in a similar way 
by means of right trcmslarions. 
An immediate corollary to the latter fact is the homogeneit_v of topological groups. 
Proposition 1.1. Evet?! topologicd group G is homogeneous, i.e., for any J;:, y E G there 
e.xi.sh CI hottleonzor~~histtt f : G + G such that f(x) = 7~. 
Proof. Indeed, consider the translation f, of G corresponding to the element y = !/.:c’. 
One easily verifies that f,(z) = !I. 0 
It is clear that every abstract group endowed with the discrete topology becomes a 
topological group. The same is true for the antidiscrete topology on an abstract group. 
To develop a reasonably rich theory, however, we have to impose certain separation 
restraints on topological groups. Surprisingly, it turns out that all we need is to require 
that the identity of a topological group be a closed set. 
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that the i&n@ t’ of a ~opologiccrl group G is closed in G. 
Then G is u regular topnlo~ical space. 
Proof. Since each translation of G is a homeomorphism, we conclude that G is a TI- 
space. The group G being homogeneous, it suffices to verify the regularity of G at 
the identity fj. Let 1J be an open neighborhood of cj in 6. By the continuity of the 
multiplication, there exists an open neighborhood V of e in G such that V2 C U. Then 
IV = V n V-’ is an open symmetric neighborhood of the identity, and we claim that 
W 2 U. Indeed, let x E m be arbitrary. The set rl$? is an open neighborhood of x, so 
zWflW#8.Choosea!b~Wsuchthats.a=b.Thenx=h.a-’~W.W-‘= 
w2 c v2 c: u. 0 
Note that the group G in Proposition 1.2 is Hausdorff. We conclude, therefore, that 
for an arbitrary topological group, the properties of being regular, Hausdorff or a TI- 
space coincide. In fact, one can easily verify that a topological group satisfying the To 
separation axiom is Hausdorff and hence regular. In what follows all topological groups 
are assumed to be Hausdorff. 
The regularity of Hausdorff topological groups is probably not a very surprising fact. 
What is really astonishing is that such groups are completely regular: This fact was 
established by L. Pontryagin (cited in [69]). We shall present a sketch of the proof of 
this important result in the next section. 
Let G be a topological group with identity c. Denote by N(e) the family of all open 
neighborhoods of e in G and suppose that a subfamily V of N(e) is a local base of G 
at e. One easily verifies that V has the following properties: 
(Nl) nV = {e}; 
(N2) if U, V E V, then there exists 5c’ t V such that W C U n V; 
(N3) for every U E V, there exists V E V such that V. V-’ 2 U; 
(N4) for every U E V and every .I’ E U, there exists V E V satisfying XV C U; 
(N.5) for every U E V and s E G, there exists \I’ E V such that ZWX~ C U. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in almost every book on topological 
groups (see, e.g., [32, Theorem 4.51). 
Theorem 1.3. Let G be an abstract group with ident@ e and V a family of subsets 
of G which satisjies conditions (Nl)-(N5). Then there exists a unique Hausdotfgroup 
topology 7 on G which hus V as a local base at P. 
By a subgroup of a topological group G we mean an abstract subgroup H of G 
endowed with the subspace topology. It is immediate that the subgroup H of G is itself a 
topological group. Note that the closure H of H in G is also a subgroup of G. Similarly, 
if H is (algebraically) a normal subgroup of G, then 77 is a normal subgroup of G. The 
latter follows from the fact that for each y E G, the isomorphism i, : G 4 G defined by 
ig(z) = 9 . x y-‘, z E G, is a homeomorphism of G onto G. 
Let H be a closed normal subgroup of a topological group G. The quotient group 
G/H consists of the left cosets xH, :I’ E G. Denote by x the natural homomorphism of 
G to G/H, T(X) = zH f or each :I: E G, and introduce a topology to G/H by declaring 
the mapping r to be quotient. In other words, a subset V C G/H is open in G/H 
iff YV’ (V) is open in G. By definition, the mapping 7r is continuous, and it turns out 
that 7r is open. Indeed, if U is open in G, then n-‘.i~(U) = U . H is open in G, i.e., 
V = T(U) is open in G/H. It is easy to verify that the group G/H with the topology 
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just defined becomes a topological group. Note that the identity r = rr(e) is closed in 
G/H because H = C’ (e) is closed in G. Therefore, the group G/H is Hausdorff by 
Proposition 1.2. In what follows the topological group G/H is called quotient group of 
G, and the mapping r : G + G/H quotient homomorphism. 
A standard example illustrating the notion of a quotient group is the following one. 
Let R be the additive group of the reals with the usual topology and Z the subgroup 
of integers. Clearly, IR is a topological group and ;Z is a closed subgroup of R. Since 
the group IR is Abelian, Z is a normal subgroup of R. The quotient group R/Z is 
compact because it coincides with the image of the unit interval [0, l] under the quotient 
homomorphism 7r : R + R/Z. It is a good exercise to show that the quotient group R/Z 
is topologically isomorphic to the circle group ‘IT = {ezxiz: 2 E R} taken with the usual 
multiplication and topology. 
If H is an arbitrary closed subgroup of a topological group G, then G/H denotes 
the family of all left cosets xH of H in G. If H is not normal in G, then G/H has 
no group structure. As before, there exists a canonical mapping r : G + G/H defined 
by r(z) = xH for every x E G. The set G/H is usually considered with the quotient 
topology which consists of the sets n(U) where U runs through the family of all open 
subsets of G. There are, however, different natural topologies on G/H (one of them will 
appear in the proof of Theorem 5.16). 
If X is a subset of a group G, we denote by (X) the minimal subgroup of G which 
contains X. This subgroup consists of all elements of the form xf’ . x2 where 
XI,. 7x11 E X and ~1.. . . ,E,, = 5 1. Note that if A and B are compact subsets of a 
topological group G, then the group product A.B is also compact. Therefore, the subgroup 
(X) of G generated by a compact subset X C G is a-compact. The conclusion remains 
valid if the subset X 2 G is a-compact. 
2. Continuous pseudonorms. Metrizability 
Following Markov [38], we call a nonnegative real-valued function N defined on a 
group G with identity e a pseudonorm if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) N(e) = 0; 
(ii) N(x . g-l) < N(x) + N(y) for all x, y E G. 
In fact, (ii) can be reformulated in the following equivalent form: 
N(s. y) < N(x) + N(Y) and N(z-‘) = N(s) for all z,y E G. 
The proposition below follows immediately from the definition of pseudonorms. 
Proposition 2.1. Let N be a pseudonorm on a group G. Then: 
(1) r . N is u pseudonorm on G for any nonnegative reul number r; 
(2) for every g E G, the function Ng on G dejned by NY(x) = N(g . x. 9-l) is a 
pseudonorm; 
(3) the sum of two pseudonorms on G is a pseudonorm; 
(4) jkw any real-valued bounded,firnction .1’ a11 G. the function N,f de$ned by 
is a pseudonorm 017 G. 
Working with topological groups, we are interested in continuous pseudonorms. One 
easily verifies that a pseudonorm on a topological group is continuous iff it is continuous 
at the identity of the group. It is also clear that items (l)-(3) of Proposition 2.1 remain 
valid if one replaces “pseudonorm” by “continuous pseudonorm” there. For the reader 
experienced with the use of uniformities we can add that the pseudonorm Nf defined 
in (4) of the above proposition will be continuous iff the function f is left uniform/) 
continuous on G. In other words, the continuity of Nf is equivalent to the following 
condition: for every E > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of the identity in G such that 
If(r) ~ f(z~)l < E whenever !/-I . .r t U. 
The result that follows is the main fact about continuous pseudonorms on topological 
groups. Its proof is taken from [25]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let {CT, : i E W} be a decreasing sequence of open neighborhoods of the 
identity e of a topological group G such that U,-’ = Uf and i$, & Ui for each % E W. 
Then there exists a continuous pseudorlnrnz K on G .sati.sfying 
{:r E G: N(z) < l/2’} c U, c {x E G: X(.x.) < 2/2i} 
for each i E W. 
(1) 
Proof. Put U( 1) = lJ0 and suppose that we have already defined open neighborhoods 
U(rr1/2”) of t’ in G for some fixed I/ E W and all III = 1~ 2,. . 2n. We then define 
U( l/27’+‘) = UT,,, and U((2rn + 1)/2”+‘) = U(m/2”) . UrL+l (2) 
for every 7n = 1.2. . ,2” - 1. This permits us to define open neighborhoods U(r) of the 
identity for all dyadic rationals 7‘ between 0 and 1. Additionally, we put U(m/2’“) = G 
whenever m > 2’“. A direct verification shows that the sets thus defined satisfy the 
condition 
U(m/2”). U(1/2”) C U((rn + 1)/2”) 
for all m. n E W. 
(3) 
Let us define a nonnegative real-valued function f’ on G as follows. For s E G, put 
f(:r) = inf{r 3 0: z E U(r)}. S’ mce U(2) = G, the function f is defined for all .X E G. 
Note that if the dyadic rationals 7‘ and s satisfy 0 < ‘r < s, then U(r) C U(s) by (3). 
Therefore, if f(z) < r for a dyadic rational r, then .I’ E U(T). 
Since if(z)1 < 2 for each .?: E G, we can use Proposition 2.1(4) to define a pseudonorm 
N on G by 
Let us show that A7 satisfies (1). Indeed, if .c E G and N(X) < l/2’, then from the 
definition of N and the equality f(e) = 0 it follows that f(z) = If(e cc) ~ .f’(c,)l < 
N(J) < 1/2L. This means that :I: E U(1/2”) = U,, and hence we conclude that 
{.E E G: N(X) < l/2’} c U,. (4) 
On the other hand, if .c E Uj and y E G are arbitrary, there exists I; E N such that 
(X ~ 1)/2’ < f(y) < k/2”. Then I/ E U(k:/2”), and hence y. T E U(k/2”) U, and 
,y.z- E U(k/2”) iY-‘. Since U,-’ = U,, from (3) it follows that y. z- E U((k + 1)/2’) 
and y..c-’ E U((k+ 1)/2’), whence f(:y.z) 6 (kf 1)/2’ and f(y.r-‘) < (k+ 1)/2’. 
Therefore, we have 
The above inequalities are valid for any y E G, so one can replace y by y . .r in the 
second of them thus obtaining ,f(y) - f(y .r) < 2/2i for each y E G. We conclude, 
therefore, that If(?). .I) - f(y)1 < 2/2”, whence N(z) < 2/2”. The latter immediately 
implies that 
U, c {X E G: IV(X) < 2/2”}. (5) 
From (4) and (5) it follows that the pseudonorm N satisfies (I). 
It remains to prove the continuity of N at the identity e of G. Given a positive real 
number E, choose i E IV with l/2” < E. For every T E U,+I we then have 
liV(X) - N(e)1 = n;(r) < 1 < F. 2” -’ 
so IV is continuous at the identity and hence on the whole group G. 0 
Corollary 2.3. For every neighborhood U of the identity in u topological group G there 
exists u continuouspseudonorm N on G such that {z E G: N(T) < l} 2 U. 
Proof. Put Ua = U n UP ’ and define a decreasing sequence {U,: i E N} of open 
symmetric neighborhoods of the identity in G such that Uf+, C U, for each % E N. By 
Theorem 2.2, there exists a continuous pseudonorm N on G satisfying 
{.L. E G: N(z) < l/2’} c U, c {:I- E G: N(z) < 2/2”} 
for all i E N. In particular, for i = 0 we have {J E G: N(z) < 1} C Uo C U. 0 
Corollary 2.3 is frequently used in the theory of topological groups. In particular, it 
implies the complete regulurijy of topological groups (recall that all topological groups 
are assumed to be Hausdorff). 
Theorem 2.4. Ever?, topological group is completely regular: 
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Proof. Let U be a nonempty open set in a topological group G, and g E U. Then 
V = g-‘U is an open neighborhood of the identity in G and, by Corollary 2.3, one 
can find a continuous pseudonorm N on G such that {X E G: N(z) < l} C V. Define 
a continuous function f on G by f(~) = N(g-’ 1;). It is clear that f(g) = 0, and if 
f(x) < 1 for some z E G, then g-’ t ~1: E V = g-‘U, and hence z E U. In other words, 
f(y) 3 1 for each y E G \ U. 0 
It is natural to ask whether topological groups are (topologically) normal. The answer 
is “no”: the direct product Z”’ of w’ copies of the discrete group Z is not normal 
[51]. In fact, the class of nonnormal topological groups is very large: every completely 
regular space can be embedded as a closed subspace into a corresponding topological 
group [38,24]. Even more is true: every uncountable Abelian group admits a nonnormal 
Hausdorff group topology [62]. 
We finish this section with the metrization criterion for topological groups known as 
the Birkhoff-Kakutani theorem (see [ 12,351). 
Theorem 2.5. A topological group is metrizahle if and only if it has a countable base 
at the identity 
Proof. Since every metrizable space is first countable, we only prove the sufficiency of 
the condition. Let {Ui: 1; E W} be a countable base at the identity of a topological group 
G. One can define by induction a decreasing sequence {Vi: i E N} of open symmetric 
neighborhoods of the identity e such that Vo i Uo and Vi:, i Vi n U, for each i E RI. It 
is clear that {Vi: i E W} is also a base at r. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a continuous 
pseudonorm N on G such that 
{X E G: N(z) < l/2”} c v c {X E G: N(Z) 6 2/2i} (6) 
for each i E N. For arbitrary Z, y E G, define cl(z, y) = N(z-’ y). We claim that d is 
a metric on G which generates the topology of G. 
Note that d(~, y) > 0 for all 2: y E G. If ct(~, y) = 0, then by (6), 2-l y E V, for 
each i E W, whence x-’ y = e and 2 = y. For any .c, y, z E G, we have 
d(z, Z) = N(z? . Z) = N((z-‘y) . (y-‘z)) 
< N(z-’ . y) + N(y-’ z) = d(r. y) + d(y, z) 
Therefore, d is a metric. The continuity of d follows from its definition. Let U be a 
neighborhood of a point x E G. Since {Vi: i E W} is a base at the identity, there exists 
i e W such that xV~ C U. If 2) E G and d(x, y) < l/2’, then X-’ y E Vi by (6), whence 
y 15. (x-1 y) E XV, C U. This proves that 
{V E G: d(z, y) < 1/2i} i U. 
and we conclude that d generates the topology of the group G. 0 
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It is worth mentioning that the metric cl defined in the proof of the above theorem 
satisfies the additional condition: 
d(~ s, z y) = d(z. ‘y) for all 5, y. z E G. (7) 
Metrics on G satisfying (7) are called left invariant. Similarly, one can define right 
invariant metrics. It turns out that a compact first countable topological group G admits 
an invariant metric Q generating the topology of G (i.e., Q is left and right invariant 
simultaneously). The same assertion holds for subgroups of compact groups, that is, for 
totally bounded groups. Not every first countable topological group admits an invariant 
metric: the group GL(2. R) of nonsingular 2 x 2 matrices over R with the usual group 
topology is a counterexample though this group is locally compact (see (8.15)(b) of [32]). 
A first countable topological group G admits an invariant metric iff it has an invariant 
basis at the identity P, i.e., an open base of sets U 3 r satisfying x-‘Ux = U for each 
x E G. The necessity of the latter condition is obvious. The sufficiency can be proved 
applying the argument of Theorem 2.2 to a sequence {U2: i E IV} of open symmetric 
invariant sets which constitute a base at the identity. A complete construction of this kind 
is given in [32, Theorem 8.21. Locally compact topological groups with invariant bases 
were characterized by Pestov in [41]. 
3. r-bounded topological groups 
Given a class P of topological groups, it is natural to try to find an internal character- 
ization of the subgroups of the groups in P. This is still an open problem for the class 
P of Lindelof topological groups. On the other hand, subgroups of compact topological 
groups are exactly the totally bounded groups [69]. A totally bounded (or precompact) 
topological group G is characterized by the following property: G can be covered by 
finitely many translates of any neighborhood of the identity. The following definition 
generalizing the notion of a totally bounded group was introduced by Guran in [26] with 
the idea of characterizing the subgroups of Lindelof topological groups. 
Definition 3.1. Let 7 be an infinite cardinal. A topological group G is called r-bounded 
if for every neighborhood U of the identity in G there exists a subset K C G with 
1 K 1 < T- such that K U = G. 
It is clear that a-compact and Lindelof topological groups are No-bounded. The same 
conclusion holds for arbitrary subgroups of Lindelof groups. We collect the simplest 
properties of r-bounded groups in the following proposition (see [26]). 
Proposition 3.2. 
(a) Every subgroup of a r-bounded topological group is r-bounded. 
(b) !f T : G + H is a continuous homomorphism qf a r-bounded group G onto a 
topological group H, then H is r-bounded. 
(c) The direct product qf arbitrarily many r-bounded groups is r-bounded. 
Proof. We leave to the reader an easy verification of (a-(c) and go directly to (d). Let 1J 
be an open neighborhood of the identity c in H Choose an open symmetric neighborhood 
V of e in H such that V* C I/ and put II- = V n G. Since G is -r-bounded. there exists 
a subset K of G of cardinality < 7 such that 11. IF7 = G. It remains to show that 
K . U = H. Indeed, for every .I* E H, the set .r.V intersects G, so there exists y E K 
such that XV n gI4’ # a. Therefore, .I: t !/II7 V C gV2 C gU, and the equality 
H = I(. U is proved. 0 
Therefore, Iw” is an example of an i$bounded group which is not a-compact. In fact, 
there exist many subgroups of Iw which are not a-compact; all of them are No-bounded 
by Proposition 3.2(a). The group KY’, however, cannot be embedded as a subgroup into a 
a-compact topological group because all embeddings of Iw” into topological groups are 
closed. 
Proposition 3.2 also implies that any subgroup of a direct product of a-compact 
groups is No-bounded. We can say, therefore, that No-boundedness is what is left of 
cT-compactness when taking direct products and subgroups. It is not known, however, 
whether every No-bounded group is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct 
product of a-compact topological groups (see the discussion after the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.8). 
The following result of [26] gives us more examples of r-bounded groups. Recall that 
L(G) and c(G) are the Lindeliif number and the cellularity of G. 
Proposition 3.3. 
(a) Every topological group G M+tll L(G) < r is r-hounded. 
(b) A topological group G which strtisjes c(C) < r is r-bounded. 
Proof. The claim (a) is obvious, so we will prove (b). Let G be as in (b) and suppose that 
G is not r-bounded. Then there exists a neighborhood U of the identity in G such that 
I(. U # G for each set K 2 G with 11<1 < 7. Choose an open symmetric neighborhood 
V of the identity with V’ C [T and construct a sequence {:I:,,: o < T+} of elements of 
G such that 
x,? $ .c,U for all ct. ;j with I) < ;j < T+. (8) 
We claim that the family of open sets {.I.,,\/~: (I < T+} is disjoint. Indeed, if 0 < 
l-I < 7+ and (.rCyV) n (x,jV) # b?, th ere exist 11. (I> E V such that Z,P’ = .c;~Iu. Then 
.I.!9 = :C,,lrllr -’ E (.c~V). VP’ & .~‘,,II’ which contradicts (8). This implies that c(G) > 7, 
a contradiction. 0 
Since a separable space has countable cellularity, Proposition 3.3(b) implies that every 
separable topological group is No-bounded. This is the first sign that the class of No- 
bounded groups is too wide to coincide with the class of subgroups of Lindeliif topological 
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groups. Indeed, I. Guran noted (cited in 161) that the No-bounded group Iw”’ cannot be 
embedded as a subgroup into a LindelBf topological group. 
The class of No-bounded groups is remarkable in another respect: these groups are 
exactly the subgroups of direct products of second countable groups. We will prove the 
following more general result here (see [26]). 
Theorem 3.4. A topologicul group G is r-bounded $fG cun be embedded us a subgroup 
into u direct product of topolngical groups qf’ weight < r. 
Our proof of Theorem 3.4 depends on the fact that every topological group admits 
many continuous pseudonorms (see Corollary 2.3). We need three auxiliary results the 
first of which is important in itself. 
Lemma 3.5. Let H be a r-bounded topological group of’ churucter less than or equul 
to r. Then w(H) < r. 
Proof. Denote by R a local base at the identity to of H satisfying 13-11 < 7. Since H is T- 
bounded, for every U t % there exists a set SC; C G with ISc.:/ < r such that Sc;.U = G. 
For every U E ‘H, put &: = {rU: .I’ E SC-} and define B = U{&i: U E 3-1). Then 
1131 < 7, and we claim that B is a base of H. 
Indeed, let 0 be a neighborhood of a point n E G. One can find U, I/’ E 7t such that 
UU C: 0 and v’-’ V & U. There exists T E 5’~. such that u E XV, whence .c E nVP’. 
We have 
XV c (f&-l) v = +-’ V) c nu c 0. 
that is, .rV is an open neighborhood of o and .rV 2 0. It remains to note that :rV E B. 
0 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose thut u,fkmily Q of continuous pseudonorms on a topological group 
G and u .set S C G sutisfi the ,following conditions: 
(a) ,Vl + AT2 E Q for (111 Nl. A’? E Q: 
(b) [f I\J E Q and :r E S, then the pseudonorm IV,~ d$ned by 1U,.(g) = ~~(.r,q.l.c-‘), 
$1 t G, belongs to Q; 
(c) UN S = G for euch N E &, where UN = {x E G: -Xr(.r) < l}. 
Then h = n,,, i7.v is u closed normal subgroup oj’ G. In addition, if x : G + G,JK 
is the quotient homomorphism, then the family {YT(CJ,~-): K E Q} is u local buse at the 
identi5 for u Huusdofl group topology on G/h’ courser than the quotient top&g?: 
Proof. (I) Let us prove that Ii- is a closed normal subgroup of G. Denote by I= the 
family {U!v: N E Q}. Note that all sets in F are symmetric. We claim that F satisfies 
condition (N3) of Section 1: 
For every U E .7=. there exists V E _F such that V VP’ C U. (9) 
Indeed, every U E 3 has the form CJ = UN for some N E Q. By (a), 2N = N + N E 
e, so V = U2.v E 3. If s,y E V, then N(:ry-‘) < N(z) + N(y) < l/2 + l/2 = 1, 
whence xy-’ E U. This proves that V V-’ C U. 
It is clear that the identity c of G belongs to K. Let X, y E K and U E 3 be arbitrary. 
By (9), there exists V E 3 with V VP’ 2 U, whence xy-’ E V . V-’ C U. This 
implies that K. K-’ C n3 = I(, so K is a subgroup of G. 
To prove the normality of I( in G, we have to establish that the family 3 satisfies 
condition (N5) of Section 1: 
For every U E 3 and :x’ E G, there exists II’ E 3 such that XWZ-’ C U. (10) 
Let U E 3 and x E G. By (9), one can find V E 3 with V3 C U. There exists 
N E Q such that V = Un;. By (c), there exists y E S such that x E Vy, whence 
ZY_’ E V and yx-’ E V-’ = V. From (b) it follows that NY E Q and hence the set 
W = {g E G: NY(g) < 1 } belongs to 3. Note that ylwy-’ C V by the definition of 
IV. Therefore, we have 
xwxp’ = (xyy’) (r/w,‘-‘) (y.c-‘) 2 v v v c u. 
This proves (10). To finish the proof that K is normal in G, take U E 3 and x E G. By 
(lo), there exists W E 3 with zlTV.r~’ C U, whence aKz_’ C zWz_’ C U. The latter 
holds for each U E 3, so :r;Kx-’ C n3 = K. Consequently, K is a normal subgroup 
of G. 
Note that if U; V E 3 and V2 C U, then V C U (the argument of the proof of 
Proposition 1.2 applies here). Since K C V, this implies K 2 V C U. The set U E 3 
being arbitrary, we conclude that K 2 n3 = K, that is, K is closed in G. 
(II) To prove that the family 7-i = {r(U): U E 3) . IS a base at the identity e of G/K 
for a Hausdorff group topology it suffices to verify that 3-1 satisfies conditions (Nl)-(N5) 
of Section 1 (see Theorem 1.3). 
(1) Let us show that nti = {C}. It is clear that E E nX and n-‘(E) = K. Let 
U E 3 be arbitrary. By (9), there exists V E 3 with V . V-’ = V2 C U, whence 
n-‘n(V) = I(. V C V2 C U. Since F E r(V) for each V E 3, we have 
K = K’(E) c Y’ (n7-f) = n {?r&(V): V E 3} C n3 = K. 
This immediately implies that n % = {t?}. 
(2) For arbitrary Ul , U2 E X, there exists V E 7-l with V C U’ n U2. We first note that 
the same condition holds for 3 in place of 3-1. Indeed, for any O’, 02 E 3 there exist 
N' , N2 E Q such that 0, = {X E G: N,(z) < 1 }, i = 1: 2. By (a), the pseudonorm 
N = N’ + N2 belongs to &, so the set TV = {g E G: N(g) < I} is in 3. We have 
N,(g) < N(g) < 1 for each g E IV (i = 1: 2), whence IV & 0’ n 02. 
Given arbitrary U’ : U2 E ‘H, choose 0’. 02 E 3 with rr(Oi) = U,, i = 1,2. The 
fact proved above implies that there exists W E 3 such that W C 0’ n 02. Therefore, 
r(W) E 3-1 and 
7r(W) c 7r(O, n 02) c 7r(O,) n ~(0~) = U, n U,. 
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(3) For every U E X, there exists V E 7-l such that V. V-’ i U. Indeed, for U E X, 
choose U,, VI E 3 such that n(U,) = U and Vi . V,-’ C UI (we use (9) here). Then 
V=~~(V~)E’FI~~~V.V~‘=X(V~.V,-‘)C~(U~)=U. 
(4) For every U E IH and every a E U, there exists V E 7-l with aV C U. It 
suffices to show that the family 3 in place of 7-f satisfies this condition. Let U E 
3 and a E U be arbitrary. By definition of 3, there exists N E Q such that U = 
{:r E G: N(z) < l}. From u E U it follows that N(a) < 1, and hence one can 
find AZ E W+ with l/k < 1 - N(n). Then A1 = k-N E Q by (a), and we define 
V = U,tf, i.e., V = {x E G: M(x) < 1). It is clear that V E 3. If :I: E V, then 
N(arr) < N(n) + N(z) < (1 - l/k) + l/lc = 1, whence ar E U. This proves that 
nv c u. 
(5) For every U E l-l and a E G/K, there exists V E ‘H such that wVn-’ C U. This 
is immediate from ( 10). 
To finish the proof, apply Theorem 1.3 to conclude that the family ‘FI is a base at P 
for a Hausdorff group topology on the quotient group G/K (which is weaker than the 
quotient topology). 0 
The following lemma is crucial for the proof of Guran’s embedding theorem. 
Lemma 3.7. Let U be an open neighborhood of the identity in a r-bounded topological 
group G. Then there exist a continuous homomorphism r : G + H of G onto a topolog- 
ical group H with w(H) < r and an open neighborhood V of the identity in H such 
that v’(V) c U. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to construct a family & of continuous pseudonorms on G 
and a subset S 2 G, both of cardinality less than or equal to r, which satisfy conditions 
(a)-(c) of Lemma 3.6. We will do this by induction on n E in. 
Let P be the family of all continuous pseudonorms on G. For every N E P and 
every k E Nf, define U(N, k) = {x E G: N(z) < I/k}. Denote by 23 the family of 
all subsets of G of the form U(N, k), where N E P and k E R?+. It is clear that B 
consists of open symmetric neighborhoods of the identity in G. For every N E P, put 
IL(N) = {U(N, k): k E W+}. Note that p(N) C 8. 
By Corollary 2.3, there exists NO E P such that UO = U(No> 1) C U. Put 30 = p(Na) 
and Qa = {NO}. Since the group G is r-bounded, we can find a subset Se of G with 
ISol < IT such that V . SO = G for each V E 30. 
Suppose that for some n E w we have defined the families Q,, C P, 37L C I3 and a 
set S, 2 G which satisfy the following conditions: 
(0) 1% 6 7, 13n1 < 7 and IS,,1 < 7; 
(1) 37,, = &L(N): N E Q,>; 
(2) V. S, = G for each V E 3n. 
Since /&,I. IS,,l < , r, one can apply (a “continuous” version of) Proposition 2.1 to 
define a subfamily Q,+i C P satisfying 
(3) e, c Qn+l and /!AL+il 6 7; 
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(4) if NI , A5 E &,, then NI + ~VZ E Qlr+i ; 
(5) if N E Q, and z E S,, then IV., E &,l+i. 
Let us put F.+i = U{/d(N): N g Qn+i}. It is clear that lFn+i 1 6 lQ,+lI . No < 7. 
Since the group G is r-bounded, there exists a subset SrL+i > S,, of G with IS,+, / < r 
such that V Sn+l = G for each V E _FT,,+ I. Clearly, Qn+i , .Fn+, and Sri+++ satisfy 
(O)-(2). 
We now define the families 
e = U{Q,,: n E w>: 
and the set 
3 = U{&,: 71 E ti} 
s = U{S,,: n E w}. 
It is easy to see that IQ . /FI . /S < 7. Note that Q, C &+I and S, C: S,+i for 
each n E w and apply (2)-(5) to conclude that & and S satisfy conditions (a)-(c) of 
Lemma 3.6. 
By Lemma 3.6, K = n 3 is a closed normal subgroup of G. Let 7r : G ---$ G/K be the 
quotient homomorphism. We define ‘R = {T(U): U E F}. Note that 1x1 < 7. Again, 
by Lemma 3.6, X is a base at the identity for a Hausdorff group topology 7 on G/K. 
Denote by H the group G/K with the topology 7. From definition of 7 it follows that 
the character of H is not greater than 7. Proposition 3.2(b) implies that the group H is 
r-bounded. Apply Lemma 3.5 to conclude that u!(H) 6 7. 
To finish the proof, choose 0 E 3 such that O2 C Ua = U and put V = r(0). Then 
V is open in H, and we have 
T~‘(V)=~~(O)=O~K~O~~~J. 
The lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Every topological group of weight < r is obviously r-bounded. 
Therefore, Proposition 3.2 implies that every subgroup of a direct product nzEI Hi of 
topological groups Hi satisfying w(H,) 6 r for each i E I is r-bounded. 
Let now G be a r-bounded topological group with identity r. Denote by B = {Ui: i E 
1) the family of all open neighborhoods of e in G. By Lemma 3.7, for every i E I 
there exists a continuous homomorphism 7rf : G + H, of G onto a topological group Hi 
with w(Hi) < T such that -ir, (VT,) C U, for some open neighborhood Vi of the identity 
in Hi. Let U = nLEI H, be the direct product of the groups Hi and y : G 4 17 the 
diagonal product of the homomorphisms 7riT1, i E 1. It is clear that 9 is a continuous 
homomorphism of G to 17. It remains to show that f is a topological embedding. 
Let H = p(G). Choose an arbitrary neighborhood U of e in G. There exists i E I such 
that Ui C U, and then rr,’ (&) C U, by the choice of the open neighborhood K of the 
identity in Hi. Denote by p, the projection of 17 onto the factor H,i. The set W = pi ’ (v,) 
is an open neighborhood of the identity in Ii’. Since cp is the diagonal product of the 
mappings 7rJ, j E I, we have 7rz = pl o cp. Therefore, cp-‘(IV) = 7r-‘(Vi) C Uf & U. In 
particular, W’ = W n H is an open neighborhood of the identity in H which satisfies 
cp-‘(IV’) c u. 
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We have thus proved that for every open set U in G containing e, there exists an 
open set W’ in H containing the identity of H such that ‘p-’ (W’) 2 U. This immedi- 
ately implies that p : G 4 H is a one-to-one continuous homomorphism and its inverse 
cp -’ is also continuous. Therefore, p : G + H is an isomorphism and a topological 
embedding. 0 
Theorem 3.4 permits us to give another characterization of r-bounded topological 
groups without mentioning direct products (see [6]). 
Theorem 3.8. A topological group G is r-bounded iff it can be embedded as a subgroup 
into a topological group H satisfying c(H) < r. 
Proof. Every subgroup of a topological group H with c(H) < r is r-bounded by 
Propositions 3.3(b) and 3.2(a). Conversely, by Theorem 3.4, a r-bounded topological 
group G is topologically isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct product H of topological 
groups H, with w(Hi) < 7, and such a product satisfies c(H) 6 T. 0 
Another characterization of No-bounded groups was proposed by Pestov in [42]: this 
class coincides with the class of subgroups of topological groups which contain a dense 
a-compact subgroup. 
The subgroups of a-compact groups form a proper subclass of the No-bounded groups 
(see the comment before Theorem 3.4). However, this leaves the following open problem. 
Problem 3.1. Can every No-bounded group be embedded as a subgroup into a direct 
product of cr-compact topological groups? 
To solve Problem 3.1 in the affirmative, it would suffice to embed every second 
countable group into a product of a-compact groups and then apply Guran’s embedding 
theorem. In fact, every second countable topological group can be embedded as a sub- 
group into the group G of autohomeomorphisms of the Hilbert cube II” endowed with 
the compact-open topology [65], so it suffices to decide whether the group G admits 
such an embedding. 
As we mentioned, No-bounded groups were introduced in order to characterize the 
subgroups of Lindelof topological groups. It turned out that the former class is wider 
and considerably better than the latter one with respect to the main operations such 
as products, quotients, etc. Let us now consider the class of subgroups of a-compact 
groups. Recall that a subset B of a topological group G is called bounded in G if for 
every open neighborhood U of the identity in G, there exists a finite set F in G such 
that B C F . U n U F. It is not difficult to verify that a topological group G can be 
embedded into a o-compact group iff G is a union of a countable family of its bounded 
subsets, i.e., iff G is a-bounded. The following definition proposed by 0. Okunev and 
considered in [30] suggests another approach to the characterization of subgroups of 
a-compact groups. 
Definition 3.9. A topological group G is called o-bounded if for every sequence 
lJ0, Ui, . of neighborhoods of the identity in G, there exists a sequence Fo. Fl.. . 
of finite subsets of G such that G = lJlltw E;, U,,. 
It is easy to see that every n-bounded group is o-bounded, i.e., subgroups of cr-compact 
groups are o-bounded. The converse, however, is false: the direct sum H* of tiI copies 
of the discrete group Z(2) considered as a subgroup of Z(2)“’ (the latter endowed with 
the No-box topology) is an example of an o-bounded group which cannot be embedded 
into a g-compact topological group. Indeed, N* is a Lindeliif topological group in which 
every Gh-set is open [16], so H* is o-bounded by Theorem 2.4 of [30]. In addition, 
the group H’ is closed in any topological group that contains H’ as a subgroup (in 
other words, H’ is complete). Since H” is not m-compact, it cannot be embedded into a 
a-compact group. 
From Definition 3.9 it follows immediately that every o-bounded group is No-bounded. 
Again, the converse is false: the group R”’ is clearly No-bounded, but not o-bounded [30, 
Example 2.51. Therefore, the o-bounded groups constitute a proper subclass of the No- 
bounded groups. We thus have 
a-bounded ==+ o-bounded =+ No-bounded. 
The fact that second countable topological groups need not be o-bounded is not a mere 
accident. This can be put as a test for being o-bounded (see Theorem 4.1 of [30]): 
Theorem 3.10. An No-bounded group G is o-bounded @every continuous homomorphic 
image H of G with w(H) < No is o-bounded. 
Proof. The property of being o-bounded is invariant under taking continuous homo- 
morphic images, so we shall only prove the sufficiency of the condition. Let G be an 
No-bounded group whose continuous homomorphic images of countable weight are o- 
bounded. Consider a sequence {U,,: II E UJ} of open neighborhoods of the identity in 
G. For every n E w, let V,, i G be an open neighborhood of the identity such that 
V,’ C U,. By Lemma 3.7, there exist a continuous homomorphism cp: G ---f H onto a 
second countable topological group H and a sequence {PVTL: n E w} of open neighbor- 
hoods of the identity in H such that pP ’ (W’71) C V,, for each n E w. By our assumption, 
the group H is o-bounded, so one can find a sequence {E,: R E w} of finite subsets of 
H such that H = Untw E,, IITr,. For every ‘rt t w, choose a finite set F, C G such that 
p(F,) = E,. We claim that G = UIzEd F,, U,,. Indeed, for every y E G we can find 
n E w and y E E,, such that p(g) E !/IV?,. Choose II: e F, with ~(2) = y. Note that the 
kernel N of p is contained in V,, for each n E UJ, and hence we have 
The latter implies that g E F, . U,, . so G = UIIEw F, . U,,. We conclude, therefore, that 
the group G is o-bounded. 0 
Theorem 3.10 enables us to find many o-bounded subgroups of direct products of 
topological groups. 
Corollary 3.11. Let G he (I subgroup of a direct product 17 = n,,, Gi of topological 
groups G, such that n,J(G) is countable for every countable subset .I C I, where 
‘i,J IT + n,,,, G, is the projection. Then the group G is o-bounded. 
Proof. Let 9 : G + H be a continuous homomorphism onto a second countable topo- 
logical group H. Then 9 depends on at most countably many coordinates, i.e., there 
exists a countable subset J C 1 such that r.J(x) = r.J(y) implies ~(2) = q(w) for all 
,c.y t 17. The latter implies that IHI 6 I~.J(G)I < No. S‘ mce all countable topological 
groups are o-bounded, from Theorem 3.10 it follows that G is o-bounded. 0 
We finish this section with a brief discussion of strictly o-bounded groups introduced 
by the author with the similar idea to define a class of topological groups as close to 
a-compact groups as possible. We give the corresponding definition in terms of the 
following game, say, OF (abbreviated from Open-Finite). Let G be a topological group. 
Two players, I and II, choose at every step n an open neighborhood U, of the identity 
in G and a finite subset F,, of G, respectively. The player II wins if G = UILEti F, . U,, 
Definition 3.12. A topological group G is called strictly o-bounded if the second player 
has a winning strategy in the game OF. 
Obviously, every strictly o-bounded group is o-bounded. It is not clear at the first glance 
whether the converse is true or not. Since the property of being o-bounded is characterized 
by homomorphic images of countable weight, it is natural to try to distinguish the two 
classes at the lowest possible level, i.e., at the level of second countable groups. It turns 
out that there exists an o-bounded subgroup of R” which fails to be strictly o-bounded 
[30]. Let us give a brief description of this subgroup. 
For every .r E R”, define supp(r) = {n E w: r(n) # O}. Enumerate supp(.c) in 
the increasing order, say supp(.r) = {7~k(x): k E u}. Consider the set X of all points 
.r E IR” such that 
and define G as the smallest subgroup of R” which contains X, i.e., G = (X). Then G 
with the topology inherited from the JR” is o-bounded but is not strictly o-bounded (for 
details, see Example 6.1 of [30]). 
One easily verifies that every subgroup of a rr-compact topological group is strictly 
o-bounded (the winning strategy for the second player is to cover the nth bounded subset 
of a group by finitely many translates of the nth neighborhood of the identity). There 
are, however, strictly o-bounded groups which cannot be embedded into a a-compact 
group. Again, the direct sum H* of dl copies of the discrete group Z(2) with the No-box 
topology is an example of such a group [30, Example 3.11. 
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The classes of o-bounded and strictly o-bounded groups are closed under taking contin- 
uous homomorphic images and arbitrary subgroups. We do not know, however, whether 
these classes are stable with respect to finite products. 
Problem 3.2. Let G and H be (strictly) o-bounded groups. Is the product G x H (strictly) 
o-bounded? 
Another problem is to give a characterization of strictly o-bounded groups similar to 
that in Theorem 3.10. 
Problem 3.3. Let G be an No-bounded group such that all continuous homomorphic 
images H of G with w(H) < No are strictly o-bounded. Is G strictly o-bounded? 
4. Cardinal invariants of topological groups 
We present here several results illustrating the fact that cardinal functions behave much 
better in topological groups than in (Tychonoff) spaces. Another particular phenomenon 
is the coincidence of some cardinal functions in the class of topological groups while 
they are different even for compact spaces. An example of this kind is the equality 
x(G) = rrx(G) which holds for every topological group G (see Proposition 4.3). 
We use w(G), nw(G), d(G), x(G), $(G), L(G) and c(G) to denote the weight, 
network weight, density, character, pseudocharacter, Lindelof number and cellularity of 
G. The tightness, n-weight and x-character of G are denoted by t(G), rw(G) and Q(G). 
We also use It(G) for the minimal number of compact subsets of G which cover G. 
An important and useful cardinal function is the index ofboundedness of a topological 
group G denoted by ib(G). By definition, ib(G) is the minimal cardinal T 3 No such that 
G is -r-bounded. It is clear that ib(G) < L(G), and reformulating Proposition 3.3(b), we 
have ib(G) < c(G) f or every topological group G. The following result which involves 
index of boundedness is in a sense a reformulation of Lemma 3.5. 
Proposition 4.1. Every topologicul group G satis$es w(G) = ib(G) x(G). 
Proof. The inequalities ib(G) < L(G) < w(G) and x(G) < w(G) are immediate, and 
Lemma 3.5 implies that w(G) < ib(G) x(G). 0 
Proposition 4.1 helps to obtain “new” relations between well-known cardinal functions 
in topological groups. Since ib(G) < cl(G) and ib(G) 6 L(G) < It(G) for a topological 
group G, we have the following. 
Theorem 4.2. Every topological group G satis$es the inequalities: 
(1) w(G) 6 d(G) . x(G); 
(2) w(G) 6 k(G). x(G); 
(3) w(G) 6 L(G). x(G). 
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Note that the above theorem is not valid even for compact spaces: the two arrows 
space 2 is compact, first countable and separable, but w(Z) = c. Therefore, neither (I), 
(2) or (3) of Theorem 4.2 can be extended to compact spaces. 
The following result from [5] shows that the differences between several cardinal 
functions disappear in the realm of topological groups. 
Proposition 4.3. Let G be u topological group. Then 
(1) x(G) = xx(G); 
(2) W(G) = m(G). 
Proof. Let y be a T-base at the identity e of G. Then the family p = {U.U-‘: U E r} is 
a local base at e. Indeed, let 0 be a neighborhood of e in G. There exists a neighborhood 
V of e such that V. V-’ g 0. Since y is a r-base at e, one can find U E y with U 2 V. 
Then II,’ = U . U-’ E p and e E IV C 0. This proves that /L is a local base at the 
identity of G. Since 1~1 < 171, we conclude that X(G) < nX(G). This proves (1). 
To prove (2), note that d(G) < nw(G) and TX(G) < KU(G). Therefore, according to 
(1) and Theorem 4.2(l), we have: 
U!(G) < d(G) . x(G) ,< d(G) . q(G) < m(G). 0 
Again, none of the assertions of Proposition 4.3 is valid for compact spaces. Indeed, 
a one-point compactification CUD of an uncountable discrete space D satisfies 
No = ?rx((~D) < x(aD) = IDI 
In addition, the two arrows space 2 is compact, and 
Na = 7rw(Z) < w(Z) = c. 
Recall that the weak Lindelifnumber of a space X denoted by wL(X) is the least 
cardinal r 3 No such that every open cover of X contains a subfamily of cardinality < r 
whose union is dense in X. It is easy to see that *wL(X) < L(X) and wL(X) < c(X) 
for every space X. The spaces X with wL(X) < No are called weakly Lindelbx The 
following result of [26] improves the inequalities ib(G) 6 L(G) and ib(G) < c(G) for 
a topological group G. 
Proposition 4.4. Every topological group G sutisjies ib(G) < wL(G). 
Proof. Let 7 = wL(G). We have to show that G can be covered by at most Y- translates 
of any neighborhood U of the identity in G. Choose an open symmetric neighborhood 
V of the identity such that V* C U and consider an open cover y = {XV: 5 E G} of 
G. By definition of 7, there exists a subfamily p of y such that Up is dense in G and 
(~1 6 7. It is clear that there exists a subset K of G with Iz(j < 7 such that Up = K .V. 
It remains to show that K U = G. Let a E G be arbitrary. Since K V is dense in G, 
there exists 5 E K such that aV n XV # @. Therefore, a E XV. V-’ = zV2 C xU. This 
implies that K U = G, whence ib(G) < 7. 0 
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The i-we& of a Tychonoff space X denoted by i,u,(X) is defined as the minimal 
cardinal T such that there exists a one-to-one continuous mapping of X onto a Tychonoff 
space of weight 7. Again, the index of boundedness is useful when we estimate the i- 
weight of topological groups. 
Proposition 4.5. Let G he u topological group. Then there exists a continuous isomor- 
phism cp: G 4 H of G onto a topological group H satisfying w(H) 6 ib(G) g(G). 
Therefore, k(G) < ib(G) . q,(G) f or ever! topological group G. 
Proof. Let T = ib(G) .$(G). There exists a family 2 = {Ucz: cy E r} of open neighbor- 
hoods of the identity e in G such that 0 y = {c}. By Lemma 3.7, for every Q E r one 
can find a continuous homomorphism rrO : G + H, onto a topological group H, with 
w(H,) < 7 such that rr;’ (V(,) & O;, for some open neighborhood V, of the identity in 
Ha. 
Let cp: G + nIaEr H, be the diagonal product of the homomorphisms 7riT,, o E r. 
Put H = p(G). It is clear that XI(H) < 7, and from the choice of y it follows that 
p : G 4 H is a one-to-one continuous homomorphism, i.e., a continuous isomorphism. 
Therefore, ill!(G) < r. 0 
The above proposition provides strong restraints for the cardinality of topological 
groups. 
Theorem 4.6. Every topological group G satisfies 1Gl < 2ib(“)‘@(G). Therefore, 
Proof. Any Tychonoff space X satisfies 1x1 6 2 ““(-‘). Therefore, the inequality jG/ < 
2zb(G)‘V’(G) follows directly from Proposition 4.5. By Proposition 4.4, ib(G) < wL(G) < 
L(G) and ib(G) < wL(G) < r:(G), so the rest of the theorem is immediate. 0 
The inequalities /Cl < 2L(“).‘“(“) and jG/ < 2Lb(G)‘@(C) of Theorem 4.6 are due to 
Arhangel’skii (see [5]). The first of them also follows from the fact that 1x1 < 2L(x)‘n(x) 
for every Tr-space X (see Theorem 2.28 of [34]), where n(X) is the diagonal number 
of X, i.e., the pseudocharacter of the diagonal n_x = {(z. z): z E X} in X2. To see 
this, it suffices to note that n(G) = 1;‘>(G) for every topological group G. 
None of the above inequalities is valid for Tychonoff spaces. Indeed, it is consistent 
with ZFC that there exists a regular Lindelijf space X of countable pseudocharacter with 
/XI > c, so we have c = 2L(“)‘c”(s) < 1x1 (see [50]). As for the second inequality, 
there exist (in ZFC) arbitrarily large Tychonoff spaces X with c(X) . Q(X) < No. In 
fact, even the condition c(X) . n(X) < No does not imply the existence of an upper 
bound for the cardinality of a Tychonoff space X (see [48]). 
The compact covering number It(G) of a topological group G is a useful cardinal 
invariant as the following result shows. 
Proposition 4.7. Let G be a topological group. Then nw(G) 6 k(G) . ti(G). 
Proof. Put r = k(G) ‘Q(G). Since ib(G) < L(G) < k(G), Proposition 4.5 implies 
that there exists a continuous isomorphism p : G + H of G onto a topological group 
H with w(H) < T. Let K be a family of compact sets in G such that UK: = G and 
1x1 = k(G) < T. The restriction of 9 to every K E K is a homeomorphism, so that 
111(K) 6 r for each K E Ic. Since G = UK, we conclude that nul(G) < 7. -r = 7. 0 
Note that the two arrows space 2 is compact, first countable and nw(Z) = w(Z) = c, 
whence Na = It(Z) . <j(Z) < rr,,u’(Z) = c. Therefore, the inequality in Proposition 4.7 
is specific for topological groups. We shall improve Proposition 4.7 later (see Corol- 
lary 4.18). 
The cellularity considered in the class of topological groups acquires very specific fea- 
tures. It is well known that a locally compact a-compact topological group has countable 
cellularity (see (9) on p. 256 of [28]). It turns out, however, that the conclusion does not 
depend on local compactness of the group [53]. 
Theorem 4.8. Eve? a-compact topological group has countable cellularity. 
In the sequel we shall present several results generalizing Theorem 4.8, but the fol- 
lowing one is immediate. 
Theorem 4.9. c(G) < k(G) No .fk every topologicul group G. 
Proof. Let K be a family of compact subsets of G such that U K = G and IKl = k(G). 
For every K E K, denote by HK the subgroup of G generated by K. Then HK is a cr- 
compact subgroup of G, and hence I 6 No by Theorem 4.8. Since G = lJKth- HK, 
we conclude that every disjoint family of open sets in G has cardinality less than or equal 
to k(G) N,,. 0 
The topological group structure of G in Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 is essential: there exist 
compact homogeneous spaces of uncountable cellularity [39]. Van Douwen’s problem 
about the existence of a compact homogeneous space of cellularity greater than c remains 
open. 
We will deduce Theorem 4.8 from a stronger result (see Theorem 4.14 below). Let us 
first define the Nugumi number of a Tychonoff space. Suppose that X is a subset of Y 
and 7 is a family of subsets of Y. We say that y sepurutes X ,from Y \ X if for every 
.c E X and y E Y \ X there exists F E 2 such that 5 E F and y $ F. 
Let ,l’lX be the Stone-Tech compactification of a Tychonoff space X and F a family 
of all closed subsets of PX. We define the Nagami number Nag(X) of X as follows: 
Definition 4.10. Nag(X) = min{ IPI: P L F, P separates X from PX \ X}. 
An immediate corollary to the above definition is the fact that Nug(X) 6 k(X) for 
every Tychonoff space X. In particular, every a-compact completely regular space X 
satisfies Nag(X) 6 No. A space X with Nag(X) < No is called a Lindeliif C-space. It 
is easy to verify that every Tychonoff space X satisfies L(X) < Nag(X) < n,ll~(X). 
The advantage of working with Lindeliif x-spaces is that many results that hold for 
a-compact spaces remain true for this latter class. In addition, the class of Lindeliif 
C-spaces is closed under countable products. taking continuous images and F,-subsets. 
Combining these facts one can show that a topological group algebraically generated by 
a Lindelijf C-subspace is also a Lindelijf C-space. 
The following definition introduced by Arhangel’skii in [8] will help us to refine 
Theorem 4.8. 
Definition 4.11. Let X be a space and X an infinite cardinal. We define c&x(X) as the 
minimal cardinal T 3 No such that every family 6 consisting of GA-sets in X contains 
a subfamily ti satisfying U% = U G and 17-11 < 7. A space X with c&(X) < 7 is 
called r-cellular. 
From Definition 4.11 it follows immediately that c(X) < ct’lx(X) < eel,,(X) < 
M(X) if No < X < in, and ccl>(X) = /ICI(X) for every X > y/(X) where M(X) is 
the hereditary density of X. The idea of the above definition goes back to Efimov (see 
1191) who proved that the space (0. I }^ is No-cellular for every cardinal K. Note that the 
space (0. 1 }” has the natural structure of a compact topological group. 
Our aim is to show that every topological group G with Nag(G) 6 7 is -r-cellular. 
This result implies Efimov’s theorem and improves Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 at the same 
time. We start with the following lemma which is essentially due to Uspenskii (see [64] 
or [56]). In what follows all spaces are assumed to be Tychonoff. 
Lemma 4.12. Let {:Iz~: (v < r$} he a sequence of points of X, {Ucy: cv < r+} a 
sequence qf open neighborhoods of the diagonul A, in X2, and {pa: (1 < r+} a 
,family of continuous mappings cf X onto spaces of network weight < r. If Nag(X) < r, 
then there exist CC. /j < r+, CI < $. cd CE point .r E X such that (IC, xCy) E Up and 
p(y(a:) = pn(lI.:,). 
Proof. Since Nug(X) < 7, one can find two spaces Y and 2 with u)(Z) < 7, a perfect 
mapping p* : Y + Z and a continuous mapping (,‘J :Y + X such that l/,(Y) = X and 
p*(Y) = Z (see [lo]). The property of the space X described in the lemma is preserved 
by continuous mappings, so we can assume that X = Y and p* : X + Z is a perfect 
mapping. For every cy < T+, let .f;, : X + 2 x n,,, X,: be the diagonal product of 
the mappings {p*} U {pr-,: $ < (I}. where X,, = p,(X) for every [j < T+. Since p* 
is perfect, all the mappings .f(> are also perfect. Denote P = {:L.~: 01 < T+} and P, = 
{:r:p: p < CL}. Since fcl(X) is a subspace of Z x n,,,, Xy, we have nu~(f~~(X)) < 7 
for each o < T+. Therefore, for every (1 < r+, there exists (1’ < 7+ such that a < Q’ 
and fa(P,,,) is dense in f<?(P). Let us define a sequence {I$,: 71, E ti} C 7+ by the 
rule $0 = 0 and l/jlI+] = (~j,~)‘. If ,-I is the limit of this sequence, then [j < T+ and - 
,f:~(P~~) is dense in flj(P). This implies, in particular, that f:j(z,j) E fo(Po) = .flj(P~). 
Choose a point .I’ E F”i such that f,j(:r) = j’:i(.~:,+). Then pn(.r) = p<,(.r:j) for each 
11 < 1-I. and from .I‘ E P,j it follows that (1. ,I’,,) E CJ,, for some o’ < !j. This proves the 
lemma. 0 
The proof of the following auxiliary fact is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.13. Let X he N space with L(X) < r. !f A, C I< C X2 ar7d 11~ is of type G, 
in X’, therl there exists a continuous mapping 9 : X + &FL’ such thmt,for 011 .I’. .(/ E X, 
y”(.r) = p(y) implies (.I.. g) E 11~. 
Now we are ready to prove the following particularly important result established by 
Uspenskii in 1641 for the special case r = Ntl. 
Theorem 4.14. Every topological grolcp G bvith Nag(G) < T is r-c~ll~dar; i.e., 
WI,(G) < T. 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exist a family {F,,: o < r+} of nonempty 
G,-sets in G and a family {O,,: o < r’} of open subsets of G such that F, C O,, 
and F,, n O,? = B whenever 0 < ;ir < r+. For every r~ < r, pick a point .I:,, E F,. Let 
f : G + G be the mapping defined by f(.r, y. z) = .I*!/-‘z. The mapping f is continuous, 
so rJ(, = { (.I.. z) E G’: f(.r. 2. I,,) E O,,} i. s an open neighborhood of the diagonal in 
G’ for each (I < r+. The set I{,, = {(.I.. 2) t G’: f(s,. .I’. 2) E F,,} contains the 
diagonal of G’ and is of type G, in G’. By Lemma 4.13, there exists a continuous 
mappmg pcl G ----) ES’ such that 
{(I. y) E 6 x G: ?<,(.I.) = y^&,)} CI I<,,. 
We can now apply Lemma 4.12 to the sequences {I;,,: (I < r+ }, {CT<,: CL < r+} 
and {Pi,: (I < r’} to find o. :-I with o < d < r+ and a point .I‘ E G such that 
p,, (.I.) = r_^<, (.I.,,) and (J (>. I) E U,j. We then have (.r. ~‘~3) E K,, and (r.,, , .I:) E I/!-I, 
whence .f(.~.,,. .I‘. .rlj) t F,, f’ O;j, a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 4.14 immediately implies the following corollary which refines the conclusion 
of Theorem 4.8. 
Corollary 4.15. Let H be u a-compact topological group. Then every fumily 2 of G&-sets 
in H contains a countable su~f&nily p C n, such thut U p = U 2. 
We can extend the analogy between the spaces (0. l}” and Lindelof C-groups as 
follows. It is well known (see [19]) that for any family n, of Gh-sets in (0. I}“, the 
closure IJ 7 is also a Gb-set. It turns out that Lindelof C-groups have the same property. 
To prove this fact, we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.16. Let H be a topological group w’ith L(H) < r and 1zi u closed normul 
.snhgroup of type G, in H. Then the yuotient group 11~ = H/N satkjies ,(‘*(K) < T. 
Proof. Denote by 2 a family of open sets in If such that N = n y and jyl < 7. If 0 E o/ 
and .I; E H \ 0, choose an open symmetric neighborhood U(.z, 0) of the identity (J in 
H such that :cU(J. 0) n 2V = (fl. The family {zU(.r. 0): ~1: E H \ 0) covers the closed 
set H \ 0, so there exists a subfamily j/(O) of this family such that H \ 0 C Up(O) 
and l/~(O)1 < 7. Put f/ = U{,/(O): 0 E T}. Clearly, l/l,/ < 7. 
Denote by T the quotient homomorphism of H onto H/N. We claim that 
n{7r(u): U t ,1} contains only the identity F of H/N. Indeed, let F E H/N be 
arbitrary, .F # p. Choose .I’ E H with r(.r) = S. By definition of 11, there exists U E ~1 
such that .rUnN = v), whence .I’ $ ;V.IJ-’ = :V.II. Therefore, n: = T(Z) $! x(U). Since 
the family {T(U): U E /I} has the cardinality < 7, we conclude that $(H/N) < ‘T. 0 
Problem 4.1. Does Lemma 4. I6 remain valid if one replaces L(H) < 7 by L(N) < r? 
In the following lemma, we present three important properties of topological groups 
H with Mig(H) < r. 
Lemma 4.17. Let H he CI topological group ,strti.$iYng Nq(H) 6 r. Then: 
(a) fbr every closed normnl subgroup N of’ type C >i in H, the quotient group H/N 
satisjies n~rr(H/N) < T; 
(b) the sets of the form ~~ ’ (I’) ,ji)rm N hose of’ H where rr : H - K is an open 
continuous homomorphism onto u topolo~iccrl group K with nal(h’) < r and V 
open in A-; 
(c) jbr e\lery closed C,-set CD in H, there P.xi.st LI continuous open homomorphism 
n : H + 11~ onto LI topologiwl group K bvith nvl(K) < r and CI closed subset 
F c K sicch that $1 = F -’ (1;). 
Proof. (a) Let N be a closed normal subgroup of 1I with Q(N. H) 6 r, and K = H/N. 
Since L(H) < Nug(H) < T, Lemma 4.16 implies that $(I<) < T. In addition, we have 
i!)(K) < L(K) < L(H) < 7. Therefore, by Proposition 4.5, there exists a continuous 
isomorphism of Ii’ onto a topological group L with cl>(L) < 7. It is known, however, that 
7171:(X) < Nug(X) iul(X) f or any Tychonoff space X (see Theorem 8 or Corollary 2 
of [lo]), so we conclude that r~tr,(l<) < 7. 
(b) Let U be a neighborhood of the identity in H. By Lemma 3.7, one can find a 
continuous homomorphism p : H + L of H onto a topological group L with w(L) < 7 
and an open neighborhood II- of the identity in L such that p-’ (1V) C U. Denote by N 
the kernel of ~1 and consider the quotient group K = H/N. Let r: H - H/N be the 
quotient homomorphism. Then 71~,(1<) < 7 by (a). The groups K and L are algebraically 
isomorphic, so there exists an isomorphism ii:: K + L such that 9 o z = p. Since rr is 
an open mapping, the isomorphism 9 is continuous. It remains to put V = pP’ (IV) and 
note that 7r -‘(I/) = r-1 (T_ ‘(II_)) = p-‘(It-) c U. 
(c) Let @ be a closed G,-set in H and mf a family of open sets in H such that 9 = n y 
and ly( < 7. Fix an arbitrary element IIT E n,. There is an open cover of @ by the sets of 
the form K ‘(V) satisfying 7r -‘(If) c II’ where 7r and V are as in (b). Since L(Q) < 
L(H) < Nug(H) < r. this cover of @ contains a subcover /Ott. of cardinality < 7, say 
/III’ = {7r,‘(I/;y): o < 7). Then the diagonal product g’r- of the family {rr(,: o < r} 
is a continuous homomorphism of H to the product of T many topological groups of 
network weight < 7, and hence the group Http = q’,-(G) satisfies ‘//c~q(Htr-) < 7. One 
easily verities that the set Otis = U/ltj- satisfies @ C 01~~ = pG!gtt-(Otl.) C II-, and 
p,j,(O’,.) is open in HI\-. 
Let p be the diagonal product of the family {pit.: II- t 7). Since lo,1 < 7, the group 
L = /I(H) satisfies UII?(L) < 7. 
From the definition of 1) it follows that Ott- = 11-‘p(Ott,) C II- for each II? t A,, so 
the equality cf, = n ey implies that 9 = ~-‘IJ(@). As in (b), consider the kernel 1%’ of the 
homomorphism 1) and the quotient group K = H/;v. Let r : H + H/K be the quotient 
homomorphism. Then there exists a continuous homomorphism ; : H/9 + L such that 
Y - o R = 1’. From (a) it follows that raps < T. Since the homomorphism in is quotient 
andcD=TTi-’ rr(@), the set F = T(Q) is closed in I<. 0 
Proof. Clearly. ll’l(H) < nut(H). The closures in 3H of elements of a network for H 
separate H from ;-IH\H, so Nug(H) < ,rw(H). Thus, we have NL&N)‘<*(H) < rr~l(H) 
(this inequality holds for every Tychonoff space). On the other hand, if r = Nq(H) 
c*(H), then the identity (J of H is a closed G,-set in H, and hence Lemma 4.17(c) implies 
that there exists an open continuous homomorphism T : H + I< onto a topological group 
I{ with ~ru?(K) < r such that {fj} = i7-l rr(t:). Therefore, rr is a topological isomorphism 
of H onto I<. 0 
The following result is the promised complement to Theorem 4.14. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that all elements of ;, are closed in 
G. Let @ = IJn,. By Theorem 4.14. there exists a subfamily 11 of ? with l/r1 < T 
such that U/L = @. Apply Lemma 4.17(c) to find, for every P E 11, a continuous 
homomorphism XI> : G + Hp of G to a topological group HP with row < 7 such 
that P = ~6 ’ YT~ (P). Let p be the diagonal product of the family { 7rp: P E ,I}. The group 
I< = II(G) satisfies rt7rl(K) < T. so we can define (as in (b) of Lemma 4.17) an open 
continuous homomorphism 7r : G - H onto a topological group H with 11 u%(H) < 7 
and a continuous homomorphism +: H + K such that ~j o rr = 1). It is clear that 
p z z-1 n(P) for each P E 11. Put V = U/I. Then V = rp’~(V). and since the 
homomorphism r is open. we have 
9 = u,, = v = *-‘(ST(V)) = d(7r(V)). 
It remains to note that nut(H) < T, and hence the closed set F = n(V) has type G, in 
H. This immediately implies that 9 = T-‘(F) is of type G, in G. 0 
We now extend Theorems 4.14 and 4.19 to arbitrary direct products of topological 
groups G, satisfying Nug(G,) < T as follows (see 1561). 
Theorem 4.21. Let 17 = n,,, G, hr LI direct product of tqdogical groups sati.$yi:ig 
Nag(G,) < r for each i g I. Then thr ,followirlg hold: 
(a) r:cl,(II) 6 r; 
(b) r’j’3 is LI jknily of C;,-.sm in Il. thrn U 3 is ~If’gpe G, in 17; 
(c) for eb!er_v clod G,-subset (I, of’ II, there r.rists J C I M’ith I.JI < r such that 
CD = 7rJ’ T,,(G) M,here q : I7 4 n.1 = n,,,, Gi is the projection. 
Proof. Let us say that a closed subset P of 17 is ~-good if it has the form F = K;/~~ (F’) 
where I.J(F)I < 7, F’ = n,t,,CF, F,, and every F, is a closed G,-set in G,. 
(a) Note that for every .I C I with 1.11 < T. the group 11.1 satisfies Nu~(17.1) < 7, and 
hence ccl, (nl) < ‘T by Theorem 4.14. Let 3 be a family of G,-sets in II. Since every 
element F E 3 is a union of r-good sets, we can assume that all elements of 3 are T- 
good. Choose a nonempty subset J(0) of I with i.J(O)l < T. Since r~l,(II,,(o)) < 7, there 
exists a subfamily 30 of 3 such that ~,I(oj (Ufi;,) is dense in -/r,I(o) (lJ3) and 13~) < 7. 
Suppose that for some II tz d we have defined .7(r)) C I and 3,, C 3 which satisfy 
l,J(~)1 < T and l3,;,I < 7. Then we define .I(/? + 1) = .J(u)UU{.I(F): F E .&}. Since 
UJ~~(U,~(,,+,)) < T. there exists a subfamily 3,!+1 of 3 such that ~,/(~~+l)(u3,~+1) is
dense in z,~(,,+~)(u3) and 13,,+11 < 7. 
Put .I = lJnEd .J(fl). 3* = lJ,&, 3,,, and D = U3*. It is clear that 13*1 < T, 
D = r;‘r,~(D), and n,,(D) is dense in 7r.~(u3). Consequently, 
This proves that UF is dense in U 3. Since l3*l < 7, we have cc&(U) < 7. 
(b) Let 3 be a family of G,-sets in IZ. Again, we can assume that all elements of 3 
are T-good. In particular, every F E 3 satisfies k. = 77 ’ T,J(F) for some .I & 1 with 
1.J < 7. Since (Y/,(D) < 7, one can find a subfamily G C 3 such that lG1 < 7 and 
U G is dense in U 3. All e ements of G are i--good. so there exists a subset .J C I with 1 
I.71 < T such that F = 7r; ‘r,l(F) for each E’ E S. Therefore, the set E = I_, G satisfies 
E = 7r;‘-ir,~(E). Since the mapping 17.1 is open. we have 
From the choice of s and .I it follows that the family G.1 = {TTTJ(F): F E G} 
consists of G,-sets in 17.1. In addition. NcL~(ITJ) < 7 because /I < T. Thus. the closure 
of the set TJ(E) = U G. I is of type G, in 17,~ by Theorem 4.18. By (1 l), we have 
m = 7rJ%,J (E), and hence U3 is a G,-set in D. 
(c) A closed G,-subset 9 of II is a union of r-good subsets of I7, say @ = U 2. By 
(a), : contains a subfamily 11. with (jr1 < T such that U/L is dense in 9. Every element 
F of /I depends on at most 7- coordinates, so there exists a set ,I C I with I,II < r such 
that @ = rJ’n,r(@). 0 
It is natural to ask which other topological properties (apart from those established in 
Corollaries 4.15 and 4.20) are common to Cantor cubes (0. I}” and a-compact topologi- 
cal groups. In I98 I Arhangel’skii proposed to find out whether every regular uncountable 
cardinal is a caliber of a a-compact group. It was found soon afterwards that for every 
cardinal r there exists a rr-compact topological group G which contains a point-finite 
family n, of nonempty open sets with l?I 3 7 (see [.54]). This answers Arhangel’skii’s 
question in the negative. Since then the original question was transformed to the problem 
whether every uncountable cardinal is a p~-rcalibre for o-compact topological groups. By 
Theorem 4.8, every rr-compact group has countable cellularity, so MA + CH imply that 
Nt is a precalibre for every a-compact group. On the other hand, Shakhmatov proved in 
[49] that adding N, Cohen reals forces the existence of a rr-compact topological group 
for which Nt is not a precalibre. 
In spite of these negative results, a-compact groups satisfy a weak link condition 
established in [53]. Let us start with definitions. We say that a family 7 is rl-linked for 
somen~NTfifUrn...nU,,#@foranyUI.....U,,~?. 
Definition 4.22. Let X be a space, r an infinite cardinal, and it t N+. The pair (7.~1) is 
called a weak precalibre of X if every family -f of open sets in X with I;,1 3 r contains 
an r/.-linked subfamily of cardinality r. 
If r is an infinite cardinal and 717.77 E W+, m < 71, then we obviously have 
r calibre ==+ r precalibre ti (r, n) weak precalibre * (r, UI) weak precalibre. 
So, for a given cardinal r, the property “(r. 2) weak precalibre” is the weakest in the 
above sequence. Let us show that (7.2) is a weak precalibre of every a-compact topolog- 
ical group provided that r is regular and uncountable. This will require several definitions 
and two lemmas. 
If X is a set and 71 E w’, 71 > 0, then we denote by [Xl” the family of all subsets 
of X of cardinality II. Recall that for cardinal numbers 7, X, K and II as above, the 
relation 7- - (X): means that for every partition {B,,: ck < K} of the set [r]” into K 
(not necessarily disjoint) parts there exist CI < K and a subset A of r with 1.41 = X such 
that [A]” C I?,,. We shall use the following well-known partition relations: LJ + (ti)fi 
(which holds for every 71 > 0) and (2’)+ + (r+): for r 3 No (see [34, pp. 2-31). 
One more definition will be useful. Given a set X, a point :r E X and a cover C of 
X, we denote St(z,C) = (_{I? E C: :c E I<}. 
Lemma 4.23. Let X be a set, r, X, K, p cardinuls with p2 < K, {z,,: o < r} a sequence 
of points (8 X, trrd {C,,: ct < r} CI sequence of covers of X such thut IC, 1 < p ,for 
Proof. Let C,, = {I<,,.,: i t p}, (I < T. For every {o. /I} E [r]’ with o < /j, define 
~({cL. :j}) = (i.j) E K x K in such a way that I,, E I<,,,, and .c/j E Iccr,J. The function 
f : [T]’ ---f jr x p partitions [T]’ into at most ]I/ x 1’1 < K parts, so there exist (i. ,j) E 11 x p 
and a set A C 7 with 1 Al = X such that ,f( ( I\, :‘i}) = (i. .j) for all distinct (Y. $ E A. 
Let rr < ;$ < 3; be arbitrary etements of _-!I. From .f({ o.;j)) = (i.,i) it follows that 
.I’;j E K,,.,j; f((d.7)) = (i.,;) implies .~‘,j t I<;.,. and f({tr,-1)) = (i:.i) implies that 
.c,, E K,,,, .x7, E I<, ,,,, Therefore. we have 
.l’,j E I\-;,, c Sf(.x,,, Ci) and ./‘,j E I\-< ,,,, E St(.r.-,.C,,) 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Proof. By Detinition 4. IO. there exists a family P of closed subsets of {jX with ]P( 6 T 
which separates X from 3.k-\X. We can choose P to be closed under finite intersections. 
Note that n{F E P: .I’ E F} C S for each .r t .Y. For every 0 < 7, choose a family V<, 
of open sets in !-IX such that C,, = (S (1 U: 1; t D,, }. The family P being closed under 
finite intersections, for every cr < 7 there exists f-’ E ‘P such that LI’,, E F C U DC,. Since 
]‘I%] < T. one can find F E P and B c T+ with ]D] = T+ such that :c,, E F C UD,, for 
each o E B. We can assume without loss of generality that II = rf. As F is compact, 
for every CL < r+ there exists a tinite subfamily r,, of DD, which covers F. We can 
additionally assume that there exists an integer I/ such that IL,,/ < 11 for each n < r+. 
The rest of the proof is a mere application of partition calculus techniques. 
Let k = rt’. Since ti - (d)f. holds. Lemma 4.23 applied to the sequences {J,,: 0 < 
T+} and {E,,: IY < T+} implies the following: 
every infinite set I C 7+ contains an intinite subset .J such that 
.I’;, E 3(x,,, Ey) n St(.r., E,,) for any o. ,I’. 1 t .J with n < :-/ < 3. 
Let us define the mapping 1, : [T’]’ -+ {O. I } as follows: 
(12) 
Il({Wi’}) = 1 if SY(.r,,.Ej) 1 St(xj.E,,) # 01. 
0 otherwise. 
Since 7+ 4 (7’. d ) by Erdos’ theorem (see [45]), either there exists a subset A of 7+ 
of cardinality r+ with [A]’ C k’(l) or there exists an infinite set R & 7+ such that 
[I?.]’ C l)-‘(O). The latter, however, is impossible by (12). Therefore, for an appropriate 
subset A of T+. we have S’/(.ro. E9) ~1 St(.r,,j. &,,) f ti for all 0. :-I E A. Since &,, C D,,, 
and the restriction of the family ZI,, to XI coincides with C,, for each cl < r+, the 
conclusion of the lemma is immediate. 0 
Remark 4.25. We do not know whether one can refine the conclusion of Lemma 4.24 
and find a set A C 7+ with IAl = 7+ such that .r,j E St(a.,.C,) il St(.r,.C,,) for all 
CL, 3.i E A with o < :j < 2. 
Lemma 4.24 enables us to present a short proof of the following generalization of 
Theorem 4.9. 
Theorem 4.26. Let G be a topological group with Nag(G) < r. Thm (rf 2) is a Iveak 
precalibre of G. 
Proof. Let {On: CL < r+} be a family of nonvoid open subsets of G. Consider the 
continuous mapping f : G” + G defined by f(.~. !/. z) = .r!/-‘z. For every 0 < r+. pick 
a point .I’,, E O,, and define an open cover C, of G such that from U E C,,, !/ E 11 
and ; E U follows that f(:r<,. ;v. 2) E 0, and f(y. z, Y,,) E O,,. By Lemma 4.24, one 
can find a set il C r+ of cardinality 7 + such that Sf(.r,.C,j) n St(.r,j,C,,) # fl for all 
distinct n. $ E A. If .x: t St(x,,. C,) n Sf(.r;j.C,), then there exist U E C,, and V t C,j 
such that .I’. .q E U and .E,,. .r E V. Therefore, f(.~.,,. Y. .r,j) E 0, n O,, by definition 
of the covers C,, and C,,. We have thus proved that 0, n O,_I # fl for all n. :-I E il. This 
implies the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
The class of compact spaces X with IS(X) < r is not productive for many cardinals r 
(see [22,58]). Furthermore, by a result of Todor?evid, there exists in ZFC a topological 
group G satisfying c(G x G) > c(G) [59]. Nevertheless. a weak form of compactness 
in topological groups improves the situation. 
Corollary 4.27. Let G he a topological group satisfying Nag(G) < r. Therl c(G x X) < 
r.fOr evev space X with c(X) < T. 
Proof. Let 7 = {Oiu: (I < rf} be a family of nonvoid open sets in G x X where the 
space X satisfies r(X) < T. We can assume without loss of generality that every O,, 
is of the form U, x V,. By Theorem 4.26, (rf. 2) is a weak precalibre of G, so there 
exists a subset A of r+ with IAl = T+ such that U,, n U., # ti for all ok. [j E A. Since 
r(X) < T. one can find distinct (Y. :‘1 E A such that V,, n I$ # @. Then O,, f’ O,i # ti. 
whence the conclusion follows. 0 
The study of combinatorial properties of topological groups such as in Theorem 4.26 
has not been completed yet. The following problem remains open. 
Problem 4.2. Let G be a topological group with Nq(G) < T. Is (r+, 11) a weak pre- 
calibre of G for each 71 E IV+? 
Since every Tychonoff space can be embedded into the cube II’ for some 7, there is no 
upper bound for the cellularity of subspaces of d-cellular spaces. The situation changes 
radically if we consider topological groups and their subgroups. 
Theorem 4.28. Every subgroup H of a topological group G satisjies c(H) < 2”“‘). 
In fact, the above theorem follows from a more general result (see [55]): 
Proof. The proof is very much like that of Theorem 4.26. Put K = ib(G) and r = 2”. 
Let {O,,: CI < r+} be a family of nonempty open subsets of G. For every (Y < r+, 
choose a point a:<1 E O,, and open symmetric neighborhoods O;, and V,, of the identity in 
G such that z,,U,, C O,,, [](,.I.,, C O,, and v/;t C: r;,, Since the group G is h--bounded, 
there exists I<(;, C G with II<<, 1< K such that I<,, L:, = G and V,, K,, = G. Denote 
by C,, an open cover of G refining the covers {.f.Vi/;,: .I’ E K,,} and {V,,J: .r E Kc,} and 
satisfying IC,,l < K. Since (2”)+ i (K+):, we can apply Lemma 4.23 to the sequences 
{:I:,: (P < r+}, {Crx: o < r’} and find o. ;I.? < r+ with o < /3 < y such that 
.r,q E St(.r,. C,) n S~(.T,. C,,). Therefore, there exist CL. b E G such that IZ:,, :x’;j E V,a 
and .cg. n:, E bV,, , whence .[;,,.I.,; ’ E 1,:: and .r.;‘.r, E V(,‘. We conclude that 
1’, .r:; ’ .cy E 2,,V,~ n b:f~-~ c .x’,, li, n U-, .I’-, c (I,, n 0,. 
This proves that the family {Cl,, : o < T+} is not disjoint, so c(G) < 2”. 0 
Theorem 4.28 is now immediate: if H is a subgroup of G, then ih(H) < iD(G) < c(G) 
by Propositions 3.2(a) and 3.3(b), so Theorem 4.29 implies that r:(H) < 2’“cH) < 2°C”). 
Since a direct product of second countable groups is countably cellular, Theorem 4.28 
implies the following. 
The fact that the upper bound c for the cellularity of the groups H as in Corollary 4.30 
is exact was proved by Uspenskii in 1631. Modifying slightly his original construction, 
take an abstract free Abelian group G with c generators and consider the family ‘FI of all 
homomorphisms of G to the free Abelian group I< with w generators. Denote by 0 the 
diagonal product of the homomorphisms of R, and consider the subgroup H = p(G) of 
the direct product Kx where I< carries the discrete topology. It turns out that the group 
H satisfies c(H) = c (for more details see [63]). 
Many results of this section admit further generalizations via the notion of a MuI’tse\3 
spuce introduced in [37]. Let us say that X is a Mal’tsev space if there exists a continuous 
mapping f : X” --i X such that J(.Y. !/. y) = ,f(;//, !/. .I;) = :c for all z, ~1 E X. Every 
topological group G is a Mal’tsev space because we can define the mapping f : G3 i G 
by f(:r.~. z) = zy-‘z. It turns out that certain subspaces of topological groups are 
Mal’tsev spaces. For example, every retract of a topological group has this property 1371. 
The reader will find much information on Mal’tsev spaces in 166,231 and [15]. We only 
mention that Theorems 4.8, 4.9, 4.14, 4.19, 4.21, 4.26 as well as Corollaries 4.15, 4.20 
and 4.27 are valid for Mal’tsev spaces with minimal changes to the proofs presented here. 
We finish this section with two recent results concerning the cellularity of topological 
groups. In the late seventies Arhangel’skii posed the problem whether every subgroup 
of Zc had countable cellularity. Note that the discrete free Abelian group K with (*! 
generators cannot be embedded into Z’ for any cardinal r, so the construction of [63] 
does not work here. In [67], Uspenskir applied the Chinese remainder theorem to construct 
a subgroup H of Z,’ with c(H) = c, thus solving the problem in the negative. 
Another problem posed by the author in 15.51 was to find out whether the cellularity 
of every Lindeliif topological group does not exceed Nr. A partial positive result was 
obtained by Uspenskii in [64]: every Lindelijf topological group in which GA-sets are 
open satisfies this restraint. However, this problem has recently been solved in [23] in the 
negative by considering the free topological group on a special space all finite powers 
of which are Lindeliif. 
5. R-factorizable topological groups 
When working with complicated mathematical objects, a common and fruitful idea 
is to reduce the study of them to the study of some kind of “countable reflections” of 
these objects and then go back and apply new knowledge to clarify the structure and 
properties of the original objects. Thousands of translations of this idea in Set Theory, 
General Topology and Algebra can be given, but we mention only one here which directly 
leads us to the definition of Kfactorizable groups. 
Let K be a compact topological group and f : K + R a continuous function. By 
Example 37 of [44], K contains a closed normal subgroup N of type GE such that f 
is constant on each coset rN of N in K. In other words, one can define a function 
Ir : K/N + R such that S = h o K where 7r : A7 + K/N is the quotient homomorphism. 
Since rr is open, the function /f is automatically continuous. In addition, K/-V is a 
compact topological group of countable pseudocharacter. so it has countable character 
and is metrizable by Theorem 2.5. 
Let us isolate this property of compact groups and study the resulting class of Ps- 
factorizable groups. 
Definition 5.1. A topological group G is called &!-factorizable if for every continuous 
real-valued function f on G there exist a continuous homomorphism rr : G + H onto a 
second countable topological group H and a continuous function h : H + II% such that 
f = 11 0 n-. 
Note that the real line Ps in the above definition can be replaced by any regular second 
countable space X because such an X is homeomorphic to a subspace of Iw”. 
Reformulating the result cited before Definition 5.1 we can say that every compact 
topological group is &!-factorizable. On the other hand, uncountable discrete groups seem 
to be very far from being I&factorizable. This impression can be given an exact mathe- 
matical form (see [31]): 
Theorem 5.2. A locally compact topological group is RTftictorizuhle zfl it is o-compact. 
We shall deduce Theorem 5.2 in several steps. The first of them relates W-factorizable 
and No-bounded groups [56]. 
Proposition 5.3. Evev iRTfuctorizhle group is No-bounded. 
Proof. Let {fi: i E 1} be the family of all continuous real-valued functions on an 
R-factorizable topological group G. For every % E I, define a continuous homomor- 
phism ri : G + H, to a second countable topological group H,A and a continuous func- 
tion f1, : H, + IR such that jZ = II, o rr,. Then the diagonal product rr of the family 
{rr,: i E I} is a topological isomorphism of G onto its image H = T(G) in nicl Hi. 
Since every subgroup of a direct product of second countable groups is No-bounded by 
Proposition 3.2, we conclude that G is No-bounded. 0 
We will see below that Nu-boundedness does not imply R-factorizability of topological 
groups. However, the stronger condition of being Lindelof does suffice to imply this. To 
prove this fact we need the following general lemma on factorization of continuous 
functions (see [52]). 
Lemma 5.4. Let S be a subspace ofu direct product X = n,,, Xi ofarbitraq spaces 
Xi. ffS satisjks L(S) < r, therlJor evev corztimous real-valued function f on S there 
exists a set J C I with IJ 6 r and a continuous function h : TJ(S) + lR such that 
f = ho7rJls, where 
is the projection. 
Proof. For every n E N+, let y,, be a cover of LR by open intervals of diameter < l/n. 
Since f is continuous, for every z E S and 71 E w + there exists a basic open set UTL(x) 
in X such that .?: E Un(z:) and f(U,,(.r;) n S) i V for some V E 7%. By assumption, 
L(S) < 7, so for every n g N+ the cover {U,,(Z): n E NJ+} of S contains a subcover 
/L,, with 1~~1 6 7. Each element U E /L, depends on a finite coordinate set J(U) C I, 
so we define J,, = {J(U): lJ E p,,} and .1 = U{J,L: 71 E W+}. It is clear that IJl < r 
and U = TJ’TJ(U) for each U E IL = U{kln: II E NJ+}. 
We claim that f(x) = f(:/) f or any ~,?j E S with n.J(z) = n.J(y). Indeed, suppose 
the contrary and choose ‘11 E N+ such that l/n < If(z) - f(y)]. By definition of 
/l,,,, there exist U E /L,, and V E ai,, such that .c E U and j’(U n S) & V. From 
U = K;‘T.I(U) and rr~(z) = rr.~(,r/) it follows that ?/ E U, whence f(~),f(y) E V. 
Therefore, if(~) - f(y)1 < l/ n, contradicting the choice of n. 
The claim proved above implies that there exists a function h: T,(S) -+ IR such that 
f = h o rJ 1s. It remains to show that h is continuous. Let y be an arbitrary point of 
Y = rrJ(S), z = lb(y) and E > 0 a real number. We can find n E W+ such that l/n < E. 
Choose a point II: E S with “J(J) = y and an element U E /ln containing 5. Clearly, 
f(x) = h(-ir,l(:r;)) = h(y) = z, so there exists V E nfn such that f(U n S) C V C O,(z) 
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where 0, (z) = {t E &I: It ~ Z( < E}. Then W = TJ( U) n Y is an open neighborhood 
of y in Y, and we have 
I@+‘) = h(-irJ(U) n Y) = f(U n S) cr O,(Z) 
This proves the continuity of h. 0 
The following result from [56] supplies us with many nontrivial examples of Iw- 
factorizable groups. 
Theorem 5.5. Every Lindeliif topological group is R-factorizable, 
Proof. A Lindelof topological group G is No-bounded, so Theorem 3.4 implies that G 
can be embedded as a topological subgroup into a direct product 17 = nlEI H, of second 
countable topological groups H,. Let us identify G with its image under this embedding. 
By Lemma 5.4, for every continuous function f : G + Iw there exist a countable set .I C I 
and a continuous function h : -irk 4 R such that f = h o ?‘r,JIG where n,J : 17 + 
ni,, Hi is the projection. Note that both 7r~ and its restriction n,JlG are continuous 
homomorphisms, and the image H = T,J(G) of G is a second countable topological 
group being a subgroup of the second countable group ni,, H,i. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Every a-compact topological group is Lindelof and hence Iw- 
factorizable by Theorem 5.5. Conversely, let G be an IX-factorizable locally compact 
group. Then Proposition 5.3 implies that G is No-bounded. Choose an open neighborhood 
U of the identity in G with compact closure. There exists a countable set K C G such 
that the translates XU with z E K cover G. Since the closures of the sets rU are compact, 
we conclude that G is a-compact. 0 
Corollary 5.6. A discrete topological group is R-factorizable iff it is countable. 
In Theorem 5.5 we extended the frontier of the class of IW-factorizable groups weak- 
ening compactness to the property of being Lindeliif. We can think, however, of another 
direction and consider countably compact or even pseudocompact opological groups. As 
a matter of fact, IW-factorizability of pseudocompact opological groups was (implicitly) 
established by Comfort and Ross in [ 171 where they proved that the Stone-Tech com- 
pactification PG of a pseudocompact topological group G is also a topological group 
containing G as a subgroup. Therefore, one can extend a continuous function f : G + Iw 
to BG and then apply the fact that compact topological groups are &!-factorizable. In 
what follows we shall present more general results which imply, in particular, that all 
subgroups of compact topological groups are JR-factorizable. This will require, however, 
much work. We will start with the following lemma which can be extracted from [4]. 
Lemma 5.7. Let G be a topological group with nw(G) < No and y u countable family 
of open sets in G. Then there exist a continuous isomorphism p : G + H onto a second 
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countable topologicul group H and CI countable fumily p qf open sets in H such that 
y = {p-‘(V): v E p}. 
Proof. By assumption of the lemma, we have 60(G) < L(G) < nlu(G) < No and 
Q(G) < 71u:(G) < No, so Proposition 4.5 implies that there exists a continuous isomor- 
phism i : G + Ho of G onto a second countable topological group Ho. 
Let U be an arbitrary open set in G. By Lemma 3.7, there is a base 13 for the 
topology of G which consists of the sets of the form $-’ (V) where ?/, : G + K is a 
continuous homomorphism onto a second countable group K and V is open in K. Since 
G is hereditarily Lindelbf, we can find a countable family {Un: n. E w} 2 Z? such 
that U = Urc_ U,,. Let Q,,, : G + I<,, be a continuous homomorphism onto a second 
countable group K,, corresponding to U,,, 7) E in. Then the diagonal product $ of the 
family {&: n E w} is a continuous homomorphism of G to the second countable group 
nntd K,,, so the group HI = $1(G) : 1 i\ a so second countable. By construction, we have 
UT, = ~~-‘~(~,L), with ,li/(U,)) open in HI for each ‘rj E w. Let yu : G --) Ho x HI be the 
diagonal product of i and ,+j: and let II u = FL’(G). It is clear that pu is a continuous 
isomorphism of G onto a second countable group NV, U = pG’cpv(U) and pu(U) is 
open in H”. 
It remains to define p as the diagonal product of the family {pu: U E y} and put 
H = p(G), /I, = {p(U): U E T}. 0 ne easily verifies that ~1, H and p are as required. 0 
The following lemma appeared without proof in [56]. It can be deduced from [47], 
but we prefer to give a direct proof here. 
Lemma 5.8. Let S be a subspuce !f‘on No-bounded topological group H, 71m(S) < No, 
and f : S + JR u continuous ,function. Then there exist a continuous homomorphism 
p: H + K onto a second countable topological group K and a continuous function 
h : p(S) + R such that f = II 0 pls. 
Proof. Suppose first that 5’ generates the group H, i.e., H = (S). Then 7,x(H) < No. 
Let (0,: n E w} be a countable base of IR. For every 7) E id, choose an open subset UT, 
of H such that U,,nS = f-‘(0,) and define 7 = {U,,: r~ E OJ}. By Lemma 5.7, we can 
find a continuous homomorphism 11: H + Ii’ onto a second countable topological group 
K and a countable family ,U of open sets in A’ such that y = {p-’ (V): V E p}. We 
claim that f(z) = f(y) f or all z? ?/ E S satisfying I-,(S) = p(y). Indeed, if f(z) # f(w) 
for some 2, ?/ E S, then there exists I?, E w’ such that f(z) E O,, and .f(g) $! 0,. 
Since U,, n S = f-‘(O,,), we have .I’ E U,,, $ !/. From U, = p-’ (VT?) it follows that 
I)(T) E V, 9 P(Y), i.e., P(J:) # ~(9). 
The fact just proved permits us to define a function /I, : p(S) + R such that f = Ilol)ls, 
so it remains to show that 1, is continuous. Let z E J,(S) and E > 0 be arbitrary. There 
exists n E w such that h(z) E 0,, C: {.I. E IR: IT-/Z(Z)/ < c/2). By definition of U,,, K, 
and h, we have h(Vn np(S)) = ~(J)(U~~ n S)) = f(CTTL f’s) C O,,,. Therefore, V,, flp(S) 
is an open neighborhood of z in l,(S) whose image under h has diameter less than or 
equal to E. This proves the continuity of Ir. 
If (S) = HII # H, we apply the above argu’nent to the group Ho and find a continuous 
homomorphism ~0 : H,J 4 11~0 onto a second countable topological group Ka and a 
continuous function 110 : p0( S) --f R such that .f’ = IQ o po 1 s. Let {V,,: II E u} be a 
local base at the identity of 1<~. For every n E UJ, choose an open neighborhood U,, of 
the identity in H such that U,, n H C P,‘(V,~). S’ mce H is &‘-bounded, we can apply 
Lemma 3.7 to find a continuous homomorphism p: H + K onto a second countable 
topological group K and a sequence {II;, : n E L-J} of open neighborhoods of the identity 
in 11~ such that l)P’(lI;,) C U,, for each 71 E w. It is easy to see that the restriction of 
p to Ho is finer than 1~0, i.e., there exists a continuous homomorphism ,-:p(Ho) + Kc) 
such that JQ’ = 9 o ply,,. The function Ir = 1~0 o plr,(s) is continuous and satisfies the 
condition ,f = 120 o /JO~,S = II o J,~,s. 0 
We need one more auxiliary result which is a simplified version of Lemma 2.13 from 
[56]. 
Lemma 5.9. Let S C X be a dense .suhspace of X, .f : S + Y aid y : X + Z continu- 
ous onto mqpings, and T C Z. Suppose that .for ever? t E T, there exists yt E Y 
.such that q-‘(t) C fP’(yt). S pj u Tose also that the mupping g is open, and define 
So = S n !i’(T) LUM To = g(So). Then there exists a continuous function 11 : To + Y 
.ruch thut ,f Is,, = 11 o gls,,. 
Proof. For every open set 1; in Y, define f>(V) = X \ S \ .f’-’ (V). Clearly, e(V) is 
open in X, e(V) n S = j-‘(V), and if 1”. r/, are disjoint open subsets of Y, then 
c(V’) fl c(I5) = 01. Let us first prove the following assertion: 
If the open subsets IJ, V, of Y satisfy I/’ n Vl = 0. 
then ~(<J(I/‘~)) n ,q(~(Vz)) n TO = 0. (13) 
Suppose the contrary and define 0 = y(c(V~)) n g(e(VJ). Since 0 I_ TO # 0 and 
T’ i T. we can choose a point t E 0 n T. From 9-‘(t) C fP’(%yt) it follows that 
c(V) n .f-IOh) # 0, i = 1.2. If yt 6 V, for some i = 1.2. then there exists an open 
set II- 3 ,t~t in Y such that II? n 1: = 0. Therefore, c(I1’) n e(V,) = 0. It is clear 
that fP’(.y’) C c(II?) C X \ c(K), w h ence .f-‘(?yt) n P(T/) = 0, a contradiction. We 
conclude, therefore, that ~yf E I/’ n Vz # 0). The latter contradicts the choice of the sets 
I” and k5, and hence (13) holds. 
We now claim the following: 
If .r’..~ t SC’ and !/(.r’) = y(.rz). then f(.~.‘) = f(.r?). (14) 
Suppose the contrary and choose open neighborhoods I” and 1’2 of the points f (.x1) and 
.f(.rz) in I’ such that I” f’ 11-2 = 8. The n J, E P(V,) = 0, for i = 1.2. Therefore, 
9(.r’) t 9(0’) i-i !/(Ol) n G, which contradicts (13). This proves (14). 
By ( 14). there exists a mapping ir : Tj + P such that .f /.sll = h 0,9/,s,~. Let us prove that 
/I is continuous. Take a point f E 5) and an open subset I’ of Y such that ~1 = i,(t) E V. 
Then choose an open neighborhood II- of !J with II- C V and define 0 = t’(IIT) and 
c: = g(O) f’ To. Clearly, t E Ii. and we claim that h(U) C II’ C V. Suppose that 
h(U) \w # 8. Then there exist points !/I E Y \ IT’ and tl E U such that 1,(t,) = !/I. We 
choose an open set Ip-1 containing ~1 such that 11-j n IIT = 01, and define 01 = p(l\‘l), 
U1 = ,y(O,) n To. Pick a point .I‘ E S’o such that q(.r) = tl. Then f(r) = /~q(.r:) = 
h(t,) = yl E TV,, whence .I’ t 01. Thus, tl E g(O) n,q(O,) nT,, which contradicts (1.3). 
This proves that h(U) C I’, and hence h is continuous. 0 
We are now ready to prove one of the main results of this section-a factorization 
theorem for dense subgroups of products of Lindeliif C-groups. 
Theorem 5.10. A dense .suhgrmq~ of (I direc,t product oj’ Lindehf C-groups is R- 
,fuctorizuble. 
Proof. Let IJI = nztl G, be a product of topological groups G, with Nq(GI) < No for 
each i E I, H C II a dense subgroup of I/, and .f : H 4 IR a continuous function. If 
.I C I, we shall use n.1 to denote the projection of U onto 17.1 = n,E,, G,. 
The function f : H - R being continuous. for every point II: E H there exists a closed 
G&-set F in I7 such that .I’ E F. J admits a continuous extension to H U F, and this 
extension is constant on F. Denote by F the family of these sets F. Since H is dense 
in 17, there exists a continuous extension of .f’ to 5’ = UT, and this extension (denoted 
by the same letter f) is constant on each fi’ E F. By Theorem 4.21(a), we can find a 
countable subfamily & of F such that U Fco is dense in S. Let & = {F,,: 7) E UJ}. 
By (c) of Theorem 4.21, for every I/ E d there exists a countable subset J,, of I such 
that F,, = n;,,‘n,J,, (F,,). Then .I = lJ{ J,,: 11 t d} is a countable subset of I and F,, = 
TTY ’r,J (F,,) for each 7~ E w’. In addition, since the projection YTJ is open, @,, = TJ(F,,) is 
a closed G&-set in 17.1, n t ~1. From 1.J < No it follows that NUT < No. Therefore, 
Lemma 4.17(c) implies that for every II t LL? there exists a continuous homomorphism p,, 
of fly onto a topological group with a countable network such that @II = q~;‘q~,, (QIL). 
Let p be the diagonal product of the homomorphisms pn, 71 E w. Then QTL = ~j-‘r)(@~~) 
for all n E w. The homomorphism 1~ is not necessarily open, so let N be the kernel of 1~ 
and 9 : U,J ---) DJ/N the corresponding quotient homomorphism. Since the group p(fl,~) 
has a countable network, the group Y+’ is of type GA in 17.1, and hence 71’1~(17,7/N) < No 
by Lemma 4.17(a). Clearly, we have @,,, =: ii_“-’ ;(c@,,) for all 11, E w. Let us define 
ij = p o T,J. Then Q is an open homomorphism of 17 onto IIJ/N and F,, = V’$~(F,,) 
for each ~1, E ti (see diagram (15)). 
(15) 
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By our choice, the union P = lJTIE_ F,, is dense in U .Y= > H, so we can apply 
Lemma 5.9 (with X = n, S = H, Y = Et, ~-1 = L1’1 and T = ,+(P)) to define a 
continuous function tj. : ,1;‘?(H) + R such that j’ = 11 o L”j1.7. Finally, H* = ,$1(H) is a 
subgroup of the group D,J/;Y that satisfies rltl-(fl,~/;V) < No. and hence Lemma 5.8 
implies that there exist a continuous homomorphism JJ* : ~~%J/JV + K onto a second 
countable topological group K and a continuous function h* : p* (H*) + R such that 
II = II” OP*IH*. It remains to define a continuous homomorphism ,$I* = p* o ‘c;! of G 
onto 11~ and note that it satisfies +f = h* o ,I,“)* 1~. This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 5.11. A dense subgroup of’ CI direct product oj second countuble topological 
groups is R-j&Tori,-uhlr. 
Proof. The class of Lindelof C-spaces contains second countable spaces. 0 
Corollary 5.12. E\Y~ subgroup of a topological group G with Nag(G) < No is II%- 
.fiKT~Wi,Uhl~. 
Proof, Let H be a subgroup of G, and denote by H* the closure of H in G. Then H* 
is a closed subgroup of G, whence iVag(H*) < No. Since H is dense in H’, we can 
apply Theorem 5.10 (with II] = 1) to conclude that H is R-factorizable. 0 
Corollary 5.13. Any subgroup c<f a cT-compact opological group is RTfuctorizahEe. 
In view of Corollaries 5.12, 5.13 and Proposition 5.3 one can ask whether subgroups 
of Lindeliif groups or, more generally, No-bounded groups are R-factorizable. In both 
cases the answer is “no” as the following example shows (see [57] or [31]). 
Example 5.14. There exist a topological group G and a dense subgroup H of G such 
that G is Lindelof. but H is not R-factorizable. 
Construction. Let G be a Lindeliif topological group with u!(G) = Nl in which every 
G+-set is open. One can consider, for example, the direct product Z(2)“’ of di copies 
of the discrete group Z(2) = (0, I}, endowed with the No-box topology, and take G to 
be the direct sum of the factors (in another terminology, a g-product of groups Z(2)). 
By a theorem of [ICI], the group G with the topology induced from Z(2)“’ is a Lindeliif 
topological group. It is easy to verify that y(G) = N 1, and since G is Lindelijf (hence 
WC)-bounded). Lemma 3.5 implies that ccl(G) = Hi. Every Gh-set in G is open, so G 
is zero-dimensional. Therefore, there exists a base B = {O,,: CL < dl} for G which 
consists of clopen sets. 
We will define H as a dense subgroup of G. First, fix a point .c* f G distinct from 
the identity 0~: of G. An easy verification of the following property of the group G is 
left to the reader. 
For ever?: rmnernpty open set 0 in G and every countable subgmup K oj’G 
kvith .I.* # I<, there exists LITI element .I‘ E 0 such that .I:* $ (h- U {:I-}>. (16) 
We can define by recursion an increasing sequence {H,,: n < UJI } of countable 
subgroups of G satisfying the following conditions for each o < dt: 
(I) H,, no, # 01; 
(2) X* $! H,. 
Indeed, suppose that for some o < ~‘1 we have defined the subgroups Ha of G satisfying 
(1) and (2) for all 9 < o. Put I<,, = lJ{H,j: 3 < o}. Clearly, II<<,1 6 No and .I:* $ K,,. 
It remains to apply (16) in order to choose .I’,, E 0,, such that H, = (K,, U {xc(}) does 
not contain I*. 
From (1) and (2) it follows that II = U{H,,: o < WI} is a proper dense subgroup 
of G. Let us show that H is not R-factorizable. Since every Gb-set in G is open, we 
can choose a base 2 = {II;,: o < w’t } at the identity of G satisfying the following 
conditions for each (I < ~‘1: 
(3) I$:, is clopen; 
(4) II;, = n,,, IVlj for any limit ordinal CL; 
(5) II:;’ = II;, and II:,, C II;,: 
(6) \VrI,, \ I$,+, = A,, U B,, where Acy and Bcl are nonempty disjoint clopen sets in G. 
Now define U’ = (G \ 11;)) U U,,,,, A,, and V’ = lJ(?_ 13(n. From (3) and (6) it 
follows that U’ and V’ are open in G. Conditions (4) and (6) imply that U’ U V’ = 
G \ (0~). Finally, (6) guarantees that U’ and V’ are nonempty. 
Let us define U = (.c*[!‘) n H and V = (.I.* V’) f’ H. Then U and V are nonempty 
disjoint open subsets of H and C: U 1’ = 11. Consider the function .f on H defined 
by the rule d(r) = 0 if .c E G and f(~) = 1 ‘f I s E V. Clearly, f is continuous. 
Let n: H + K be a continuous homomorphism of H to a metrizable group K. Then 
the kernel N of T is a GA-set in H, and hence is an open neighborhood of 0~:. So, 
11, n H 2 N for some o < dI. Pick points II t N f’ (x*A,,+l) and b E H n (.c*B~~+I). 
Then n-‘b E IJ7 cI+, C II;, by (5) and (6), whence it follows that X((I) = rr(b), whereas 
0 = f(c~,) # f(b) = 1. This shows that the group H is not R-factorizable. 
Since Lindeliif topological groups are R-factorizable (Theorem 5.5), Example 5.14 
shows that subgroups of an R-factorizable group need not be R-factorizable. One can 
ask, however, whether closed subgroups of an R-factorizable group inherit this property. 
The answer again is negative. 
Proof. Let G be an arbitrary &bounded group. By Theorem 3.4, we can embed G as a 
subgroup into a product of second countable groups, say K. Let II = n,,,, K,, where 
K,, = K for each 11, E w’. Denote by g be the direct sum of the groups K,, i.e., n is 
the subgroup of II consisting of all points which coincide with the neutral element of 17 
on almost all coordinates. Obviously. (T is dense in I7 provided that II carries the usual 
product topology. Consider the embedding i of G into the diagonal of II defined by the 
rule 7rrLi(g) = 9 for all y t G and n t ~1 where rr,, : I7 + K,, is the projection. It is clear 
that i is a topological isomorphism of G onto i(G). Let us define H = (i(G) Ucr). Then 
H is a dense subgroup of 17. The group K is a product of second countable groups, 
so is Il. Being dense in 17, the group H is R-factorizable by Theorem 5.10. From the 
definition of H it follows that for every element h E H \ i(G), there exist m. 72 E LJ 
such that r,](h) # ljrrrL(h), and hence i(G) is closed in H. 
Example 5.14 shows that there are No-bounded groups which are not R-factorizable. 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.15, closed subgroups of R-factorizable groups can fail to be 
R-factorizable. In fact, refining the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.15, one can 
construct an R-factorizable group G and a closed subgroup H of type Gg in G which is 
not R-factorizable (see Example 3.2 of [31]). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that 
every C-embedded subgroup of an R-factorizable group is R-factorizable. 
This makes it interesting to find a topological property responsible for the preservation 
of R-factorizability when taking subgroups. To give an answer, we recall that a subset F 
of a space X is called a zero-set in X if there is a continuous function j : X --f R such 
that F = f-‘(O). The complement of a zero-set is a COZYO-set. A subspace Y of X is 
said to be z-embedded in X if for every zero-set F in Y there exists a zero-set @ in X 
such that F = Y n @. Clearly, C- and C*-embedded subsets are z-embedded. It turns 
out that the property we asked for is exactly the property of being z-embedded. We start 
the proof of this fact with the following general result (see [29]). 
Theorem 5.16. An R-fuctorizable subgroup H of an arbitrary topological group G is 
z-embedded in G. 
Proof. Let F be a zero-set in H, and consider a continuous real-valued function j’ 
on H such that F = f-‘(O). S’ mce H is R-factorizable, we can find a continuous 
homomorphism n : H + P onto a second countable group P and a continuous function 
.r! :P + R such that f = 9 o rr. Denote by L the kernel of 7r. Let {OTL: rr E w} be a 
countable base at the identity of P. We can define by induction a sequence (U,: r~ E 
d} of open symmetric neighborhoods of the identity e in G satisfying the following 
conditions for each 71 E ti: 
(9 U,t+, C U,,; 
(ii) U,, f’ H C T-‘(O,,). 
It is clear that K = nrLEw U,, is a closed subgroup of G and K n H C L. Let Q be the 
canonical mapping of G onto the left coset space G/K. Since K n H is a subgroup of 
L, there exists a function q’ : 4(H) + P satisfying r+~ o @IH = rr (see diagram (17)). 
(17) 
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The open sets U,, satisfy e t U,, = U;’ and Ui,, C U, for each n E w, so 
Theorem 2.2 implies that there exists a continuous pseudonorm N on G such that 
{X E G: N(X) < l/2”} c Y,, C {.x E G: n;(x) < 2/2”}. (18) 
Define a continuous left invariant pseudometric d on G by d(z:y) = N(z-‘y) for all 
Z, ?J E G. One easily verifies that c/(.1., :y) = 0 iff :r-' y E K. The latter enables us to 
define a metric Q on G/K such that II(.E> ;y) = Q(~(z,), 4(y)) for all 5, y E G. 
For every 1c E G, y E G/K and E > 0, define BE(x) = (2’ E G: c@x’, E) < E} and 
C,(y) = (1~’ E G/K: Q( y’, y) < E}. By the definition of Q, we have 
~(B,(x)) = C,($(X)) for each II; E G. (19) 
In other words, the images under d of open balls in G are open in the metric space 
(G/K? Q). One can easily verify that the balls &(x:) satisfy 
BE(x) = &‘4(BE(.r;)) for all .I; E G and E > 0. (201 
Let t, be the topology on G/K generated by Q. Note that t, is coarser that the quotient 
topology on G/K. We claim that the homomorphism qj of 4(H) to P remains continuous 
if Q(H) is considered as a subspace of (G/K. tP), and this is the key point of the proof. 
Indeed, let a point M E d(H) and an open set 0 C P with z = $(w) E 0 be arbitrary. 
There exists rr E LL! such that z O,, C 0. Choose :r t H with Q(X) = 1~; then T(X) = Z. 
The image d(z U) is an open neighborhood of ,y in (G/K, te) by (19). Note that the set 
U = B1,2,, (x) is contained in U,,,, so (20), (ii) and the equality H n IC U = :x: (H n U) 
together imply that 
+(~(xU) n 4(H)) = q>(ci(H n .rU)) = r(H n rcU) 
= yn(H n U) c ?j.i~(H n U,,) c 7~0,~ 2 0. 
This proves the continuity of 6) on the subspace Q(H) of (G/K, te). 
It remains to find a zero-set Fa in G such that Fa n H = F. Let @ = 9-l (0) C P. 
From f = y o 71 it follows that x-’ (@) = F. It is clear that @* = $-I(@,> is a zero-set 
in 4(H). Being a subspace of the metric space (G/K. Q), 4(H) is z-embedded in G/K. 
Therefore, there exists a zero-set F” in (G/K, Q) such that F* f’ Q(H) = @*. Let US 
verify that F = F0 n H where F(, = 6’ (F’ j is a zero-set in G. Since $ o 41~ = rr, we 
have &‘(li,-i(Q)) n H = 7r-‘(@), that is. 0-l (@*) n H = F. Consequently, 
F~~H=$-‘(F*)~H=$-‘(F*~~(H))~H=c,-~(@*)~H=F. 
This completes the proof. 0 
We now present a counterpart of Theorem 5.16 for z-embedded subgroups of R- 
factorizable groups which slightly generalizes Theorem 2.4 of [31]. 
Theorem 5.17. Let X he u z-embedded subset qf an R-factorizable group G and 
f:X + lR a continuous ,function. Then there exist a continuous homomorphism 
n: G 4 K onto a second countable topological group K and a continuous function 
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h: r(X) + If8 such that f = h 0 nix. Therefore, a z-embedded subgroup of an IW- 
factorizable group is R-factorizable. 
Proof. Let y = {Un: n E J} be the family of all open intervals in R with rational end 
points. For every 71 E ul, choose a cozero-set V,, in G such that V,, n X = f-’ (UTL) and 
then define a continuous function gn : G 4 Iw such that g;’ (UTL) = V,,. The diagonal 
product g of the family {gn: n E w} is a continuous mapping of G to R” and, by 
the R-factorizability of G, one can find a continuous homomorphism rr : G + K onto a 
second countable topological group K and a continuous function g* : r(X) + Iw” such 
that g = g* o 7r (see diagram (21)). 
(21) 
We claim that for all Q,ZI E X, f(~a) = f(zt) w h enever 7r(:ca) = 7r(.rl). Assume 
the contrary, let f(~a) # f(z)) f or some Q,Z~ E X with ZT(Q) = rr(zt). Suppose 
that f(~u) < f(x:1). If TO, rt, TZ are rationals with TO < f(:ro) < rt < f(~l) < ~2, 
consider the intervals &,, = (~0: r-1) E y and U,,, = (7.1, r-2) E y. Let pL :R” + lR$,) 
be the natural projection, g o pz = g, (i E u). The sets g;,’ (Un,,) n X = ,f-’ (Un,,) and 
g$(k) n X = f-VM are obviously disjoint. Equivalently, the sets g-‘(00) n X 
and fj-‘(Ot) n X are disjoint where 0, = ~J;,‘(U~~~) 3 x%, i = O? 1. In particular, 
g(.ro) # g(xt). On the other hand, g(x:o) = g*T(xu) = g*rr(.rt) = g(.xt), a contradiction. 
Put Y = r(X). The assertion just proved implies that there exists a function h : Y 4 R 
such that f = h o r/x. It remains to verify that h is continuous. Let U, E nf be arbitrary. 
Then 
f~,-‘(u,,) = +‘(U?J) = +$(%) n X) = (g*)-t(v;Vk)) n Y 
is open in Y. Since 7 is a base for R, this proves the continuity of h. 0 
Combining Theorems 5.16 and 5.17, we conclude that a subgroup H of an R- 
factorizable group G is R-factorizable iff H is z-embedded in G. In fact, we have 
obtained the following characterization of R-factorizability in topological terms. 
Theorem 5.18. An No-bounded topological group G is R-factorizable ifs G is Z- 
embedded in every topological group which contains G as a subgroup. 
Proof. The necessity follows directly from Theorem 5.16. Let us prove the sufficiency. 
Suppose that G is z-embedded in every topological group which contains G as a sub- 
group. Since G is No-bounded, we can embed G as a subgroup into a product 17 of 
second countable topological groups (see Theorem 3.4). The group U is R-factorizable 
by Corollary 5.11, so the conclusion follows from Theorem 5.17. 0 
The assumption of No-boundedness of G in the above theorem is essential. Indeed, 
let G be an uncountable group with the discrete topology. By Theorem 5.2, G is not 
IW-factorizable. Suppose that G* is a topological group that contains G as a subgroup. 
Choose open symmetric neighborhoods U and V of the identity in G* such that U n G = 
{e} and V” C U. 0 ne can verify that {XV: ,I: E G} is a discrete family of open sets in 
G*, so that G is C-embedded in G*. 
The results of this section present a more or less clear picture of what IW-factorizable 
groups are. Nevertheless, many features of these groups still remain unknown. We do not 
know, for instance, whether the class of R-factorizable groups is closed under continuous 
homomorphic images. 
Problem 5.1. Let 7r : G 4 H be a continuous homomorphism of an IF&factorizable group 
G onto a topological group H. Is then H R-factorizable? 
In almost all special cases of IW-factorizability we know that the answer to Problem 5.1 
is “yes”. Indeed, this is clear for Lindeliif topological groups which are R-factorizable 
by Theorem 5.5. Continuous homomorphic images of subgroups of Lindeliif C-groups 
(see Corollary 5.12) are also R-factorizable. To see this, we shall use the completion 
of topological groups [14, Chapter Ill. Section 31. Let G be a subgroup of a topological 
group G* with Nug(G*) 6 No, and consider a continuous homomorphism r : G 4 H 
onto a topological group H. Denote by K the closure of G in G*. Then K is a closed 
subgroup of G*, so Nag(K) < Nq(G*) < No. Let g and H be the (RaIkov) completions 
of the groups K and H. Since G is dense in I?-, we can extend n to a continuous 
homomorphism ii: g + g. Then the subgroup H* = ii(K) of @ contains H and 
satisfies Nug(H*) < Nag(K) < No. Therefore, H is a subgroup of a Lindel6f C-group 
H*, and the IW-factorizability of H follows from Corollary 5.12. 
It is not clear, however, whether dense subgroups of direct products of second countable 
groups are as good with respect to continuous homomorphisms as subgroups of Lindeliif 
C-groups. On the other hand, open continuous homomorphisms preserve IW-factorizability 
by a result of [57]: 
Theorem 5.19. An open homomorphic image of‘ an R-factorizable group is R- 
factorizable. 
Proof. Let 7r : G + H be an open continuous homomorphism of an IIR-factorizable group 
G onto a topological group H, and f : H + R! a continuous function. Then f o r is a 
continuous real-valued function on G, and since G is PS-factorizable, we can find a 
continuous homomorphism 9 : G + K onto a second countable topological group K 
and a continuous function y : K ----t Its such that J’ o 7r = g o p_ Choose a countable base 
{Un: 7) E w} at the identity of I< and define V,, = ~(9~’ (UTl.)), n E w. The open 
neighborhoods V,, of the identity in H have the following property: 
for every h E H and every E > 0, there exists II E w such that 
f(hV,) C (f(h,) - E: f(h) + E). (22) 
Indeed, let /l E H and E > 0 be arbitrary. Choose 9 E G with ~(9) = h and put .I‘ = 
p(9). Since 9 is continuous, there exists n E w such that y(sUT,) C (g(.c) - E.~(I.) +E). 
Then f(h) = 9(x) and one easily verifies that f(h.V,,) C (f(A) - E, I(/]) + c). 
Being a quotient of G, the group H is No-bounded by Proposition 3.2(b). Therefore, 
we can apply Lemma 3.7 to find a continuous homomorphism 0: H + L onto a second 
countable topological group L with a local base {ll;l: 11 E UJ} at the identity such that 
p-‘(II-,,) 2 V,, for each ~1, E u). Let N be the kernel of p. Then N C n_ V,,, and 
from (22) it follows that the function f is constant on every coset /cN of N in H. This 
enables us to define a function h : L + JR such that hop = .f. Finally, the choice of the 
local base {ll;,: 77 E TV} and (22) immediately imply that for every !/ E L and E > 0, 
there exists 71 E u such that Ir(~ll)~) C (I),(y) --E. h(y) +E). This proves that the function 
17 is continuous. 0 
Theorems 5.5, 5.10 and Corollaries 5.1 1, 5.12 show that the class of R-factorizable 
groups is fairly wide. Nevertheless, the following basic problem remains open. 
Problem 5.2. Is a topological group H of countable cellularity R-factorizable? What if 
H is separable? 
It is known, however, that for every continuous real-valued function f on a topological 
group H with c(H) 6 No, there exists a closed normal subgroup N of type Gb in H 
such that f is constant on every coset of N in H [46]. This implies the existence of 
a function 1, on the quotient group H/N such that f = 17, o r where r : H + H/n’ 
is the quotient homomorphism. Since 7r is open, the function h is continuous. In fact, 
one can choose the subgroup N of H to be admissible (i.e. there exists a sequence 
{U,,: rI E W} of open symmetric neighborhoods of the identity in H such that U:,, & U,, 
for each 71 E LJ, and N = fill_ U,), so the quotient group K = H/N is of countable 
pseudocharacter. The remaining problem is to define a second countable group topology 
on K coarser than the quotient one with respect to which f is still continuous. Note that 
by Theorem 4.6, JKl < 2c(K).ti’(K) < c. Even more is true: K admits a coarser second 
countable Hausdorff group topology according to Proposition 4.5 (use the fact that a 
topological group of countable cellularity is No-bounded by Proposition 3.3(b)), but f is 
not necessarily continuous with respect to this topology. 
It turns out that a stronger form of countable cellularity does imply R-factorizability 
(at least in some models of ZFC). 
Proposition 5.20. It is consistent with ZFC that every topological group G with 
WI,(G) 6 ;J he R-factorizable. 
Proof. Suppose that a topological group G satisfies ccl,(G) < iu, and let f : G + R be 
a continuous function. Since c(G) < ccl,(G} < w’, by Seepin’s theorem cited above, we 
can find a normal admissible subgroup N of G of countable pseudocharacter in G and a 
continuous function y : G/N - R such that f = ,90x where x : G + G/N is the quotient 
homomorphism. Then $(G/N) < Na and ce:b,(G/N) < crlti(G) < No. We conclude, 
therefore, that the group G/dZ: is hereditarily separable. By Theorem 9.3 of [60], there 
exists a model of ZFC in which every hereditarily separable regular space is (hereditarily) 
LindelGf. In this model, the quotient group G/lV is Lindelijf and hence &I-factorizable by 
Theorem 5.5. So, there exist a continuous homomorphism p : G/N + K onto a second 
countable topological group K and a continuous function h : Ii’ -i IR such that .y = Ilo 9. 
Then the homomorphism <j = p o T : G - I< and the function h satisfy f = h o $. 0 
Problem 5.3. Is IW-factorizability of every topological group G with ceJ,(G) < w’ a 
theorem of ZFC? 
Recall that a space X is called ~I.YCW&-~~ -c 7zp~c’r if every discrete family of open sets 
in X is countable. All theorems about factorizations of continuous functions defined on a 
subspace of a direct product that guarantee the existence of a factorization via a countable 
subproduct have the imminent assumption that the subspace is at least pseudo-wl-compact 
(or satisfies a stronger condition such as bein g Lindeliif, of countable cellularity, etc.). 
HuSek’s article [33] presents a well-organized and almost complete list of factorization 
theorems. Since every Efactorizable group G is No-bounded and hence is topologically 
isomorphic to a subgroup of a direct product II of second countable topological groups 
(Theorem 3.4), the subspace G of I7 satisties a kind of a factorization theorem. It is 
natural, therefore, to ask the following (see Problem 3.6 of [57]). 
Problem 5.4. Is every It&factorizable group pseudo-dl-compact? 
All known R-factorizable groups are pseudo-d,-compact. In fact, we have no example 
of an IW-factorizable group G that is not be weakly Lindeliif. It is quite surprising that the 
answer to Problem 5.4 is positive if the group G is locally connected (see Theorem 3.8 
of 1571). However, we do not know of other positive results in this direction. 
A number of questions about Efactorizable groups depend on Problem 5.4. For ex- 
ample, we can ask whether every continuous pseudometric d on an IW-factorizable group 
G can be factored via a continuous homomorphism onto a second countable group, 
that is, whether one can find a continuous homomorphism T: G + K onto a topo- 
logical group K with w(I~) < No and a continuous pseudometric Q on K such that 
tl(.r. 1~) = Q(T(:~). n(!/)) for all .I’. !/ E G. Let us call such groups rn-fuctorizuble. Clearly, 
every nl-factorizable group is &factorizable, but the converse is an open problem. It is 
also clear that if G’ is &?-factorizable, then G is rlr-factorizable. However, we do not know 
whether the square of an i&factorizable group is Efactorizable (see Problem 5.7). Let 
us show that pseudo-wl-compactness is exactly what we need to add to IW-factorizability 
in order to obtain n,-factorizability. 
Theorem 5.21. A topological group G is rrtyfirctoriz,able iff G is IWTfuctori~able and 
pseudo-d, -compact. 
Proof. Suppose that a topological group G is rn-factorizable. Then G is IW-factorizable, 
so we have to show that G is pseudo-tiI-compact. Let n/ = {Ui: i E I} be a discrete 
family of nonempty open sets in G. For every i E I, choose a point :r, E Ui and a 
continuous function f, : G + R such that ,f, (J,) = 1 and ,f(.r) = 0 for each .I‘ E X \ U,. 
Then n’, defined by the rule &(~.,y) = IfZ(.r) - fZ(y)l for all .r.y t G is a continuous 
pseudometric on G. Since the family y is discrete, the pseudometric d = x,EI di is also 
continuous. The group G being rn-factorizable we can find a continuous homomorphism 
7r : G + K onto a second countable topological group h’ and a continuous pseudometric 
Q on I< such that cl(.e,,y) = ~(7r(:r).7r(y)) f or all :r, y t G. For every i E I, define 
!/I = n(.r?) and V, = {y E K: ~(y.y,) < I}. Then V, is open in K and T-‘(V,,) C U, 
for each i E 1. Therefore, the family {v: i E I} is disjoint and hence countable. This 
implies that the family fir is also countable, so G is pseudo-til-compact. 
Suppose now that the group G is II%-factorizable and pseudo-wl-compact. Let rl be an 
arbitrary continuous pseudometric on G. Denote by (G/d. d’) the metric space associated 
with (G, d), and let p: G + G/d be the corresponding continuous projection. Then the 
metric space (G/c(. d’) is pseudo-w,-compact and hence second countable. Since G is Iw- 
factorizable, there exist a continuous homomorphism 7r : G + K onto a second countable 
topological group K and a continuous function h : K + G/d such that p = h o rr. It 
remains to define a continuous pseudometric I, on K by Q(T. y) = d* (II(J). It(y)) for 
.I’. g E K and note that d and ,n satisfy d(a. 6) = ~(7r(u). r(b)) for all (I, 0 E G. In other 
words, G is m-factorizable. 0 
We can conclude, therefore, that Problem 5.4 is equivalent to ask whether every Ps- 
factorizable group is m-factorizable. 
Another question is to find out whether the DieudonnC completion /IG of a topological 
group G is again a topological group (containing G as a subgroup). This problem was 
posed in 1985 by Pestov and the author in 1611. It is known that the answer is positive 
if G is of countable cellularity or, more generally, has countable o-tightness (see [66]). 
Recall that a space X has countable o-tightness if for every L e X and every family 
2 of open sets in X such that I’ E UT, there exists a countable subfamily ~1 of 3’ 
with .x’ E U/L. An &?-factorizable group is not necessarily of countable o-tightness: 
an uncountable Lindeliif topological group in which all G&-sets are open presents a 
counterexample (see Example 5.14). Here we answer the question in the positive for 
all IW-factorizable groups. We need first a lemma from [29] whose proof depends on 
the well-known fact that the completion G of a topological group G is closed in any 
topological group which contains G as a subgroup. 
Lemma 5.22. (f G is an R-factorizable group, then the group operations of G can be 
continuously extended to the realcompactiJcation uG of G, thus making uG cl topological 
group. 
Proof. Let e be the completion of G. Denote by H the set of all .C E e such that 
every Gh-set in c containing .1: intersects G. One easily verifies that H is a subgroup 
of e. We shall show that H ” vG. By assumption, the group G is IW-factorizable, 
so Proposition 5.3 implies that G is No-bounded. Therefore, the completion C$ of G is 
No-bounded by Proposition 3.2(d) and we can apply Theorem 3.4 to identify (? with 
a subgroup of a direct product U of second countable topological groups. Since the 
group (? is complete, it is closed in IT. Thus, 6 is realcompact. By Theorem 5.16, G 
is z-embedded in H. Every nonempty GA-set in H intersects G, so Lemma 1 .l of [13] 
implies that G is C-embedded in H. Note that the complement 2 \ H is a union of 
Go-subsets of 6, whence it follows that H is realcompact. We conclude, therefore, that 
HrvG. q 
Theorem 5.23. Let G be un RTfi?ctorizahle gmup. Then the Dieudonne’ completion pG 
of G coincides with uG, und hence pG has the natural structure of a topological group 
which contuins G as a dense suh~ro~rp. In addition, the group pG is R-factorizable. 
Proof. We shall use the fact that every metrizable space of nonmeasurable cardinality 
is realcompact (see 8.5.13(h) of [20]). By Lemma 5.22, it suffices to show that every 
continuous pseudometric cl on G can be continuously extended over vG. Denote by 
(G/d, cl*) the metric space associated with (G> c/) and let p: G + G/et be the cor- 
responding projection. Since every R-factorizable group is No-bounded, Theorem 4.29 
implies that c(G) < c. Therefore, c.(G/cI) < c, whence it follows that ~7(G/d) < c and 
IG/ciI < c. The latter implies that the metric space G/d is realcompact, so we can extend 
p to a continuous mapping F : nG - G/d. It remains to define a continuous pseudometric 
Q on IJG by 
~(.r. ,7/) = d* (@(.c).@(,7/)) for all 2;. !I E 7/G 
and note that I,~C = ol. 
To show that the group i/G is R-factorizable, consider a continuous function f : /LG + 
W. Since G is R-factorizable, we can find a continuous homomorphism x : G + K onto 
a second countable group K and a continuous real-valued function g : K + R such that 
.f(~ = g o r. Let G and I? be completions of G and K. Extend n to a continuous 
homomorphism ?? : G + I?. Since G intersects every nonempty G&-set in /JG and K 
is first countable, we have S~(/LG) = K. Let us define cp = %jilll~ and h = g 0 cp. Both 
functions ,f and h are continuous on /IG and 171~; = g o rr = f 1~. Since G is dense in 
/LG and K is Hausdorff. we conclude that f = g. i.e., f = g o $. Therefore, the group 
~LG is R-factorizable. 0 
The fact that the Hewitt extension vG of an R-factorizable group is also an IR- 
factorizable group was originally established in [29]. We do know, however, the answer 
to the following question posed in 1291: 
Problem 5.5. 1s it true that the completion e of an JR-factorizable group G is R- 
factorizable? 
Since every countable topological group is R-factorizable (being Lindeliif), Prob- 
lem 5.5 seems to be stronger than the question about IR-factorizability of separable 
topological groups (see Problem 5.2). 
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By a theorem of [67], there is a subgroup G of the direct product Z’ such that c(G) = c. 
This may mean that the answer to the following problem is negative. 
Problem 5.6. Is every subgroup of Zc R-factorizable? What about closed subgroups 
of Z’? 
Another general problem is to find out whether the class of R-factorizable groups 
is closed with respect to direct products. If there exists an R-factorizable group G 
which is not pseudo-wl-compact (see Problem 5.4), then G”’ is not R-factorizable. In- 
deed, it is well known that every continuous real-valued function on the direct product 
n = ni,, Xi of uncountably many nontrivial factors X, depends on countably many 
coordinates iff III is pseudo-wl-compact [40]. If all factors X, are topological groups, 
every continuous homomorphism of II to a second countable topological group can 
be factored via a countable subproduct (no additional assumptions on 17 are needed). 
Therefore, if the group III is R-factorizable, then every continuous function f : I7 + IR 
depends at most on countably many coordinates. 
In fact, even the case of two R-factorizable factors presents difficulties: 
Problem 5.7. If G and H are R-factorizable groups, is the product G x H R-factorizable? 
We give here the solution to Problem 5.7 in the special case when H is compact and 
G is pseudo-wi -compact. 
Theorem 5.24. Let G he an RTfactorizable group and K a compact group. [f G is 
pseudo-wl -compact, then the product group G x K is R,fhctorizable. 
Proof. Suppose that the group G is pseudo-wi-compact and let f : G x K + Iw be a 
continuous function. Denote by C(K) the space of all continuous real-valued functions 
on K with the sup-norm topology and consider the mapping @ : G 4 C(K) defined by 
@(:~)(,r/) = f(~. w) for every z E G and y E K. Since K is compact, the mapping @ is 
continuous. By assumption, the group G is pseudo-wf-compact, so the subspace p(G) 
of the metric space C(K) is second countable. We now use the R-factorizability of G 
to define a continuous homomorphism n : G 4 H onto a second countable topological 
group H and a continuous mapping r/l : H + C(K) such that @ = r,!~ o ?r. 
Let idK be the identity mapping of K onto itself. We claim that the equality 
7r(21) = “(~2) implies f(zl, y) = .~‘(Jzz, .y) f or all :1;1. ~2 E G and y E K. In- 
deed if f(.ci,~) # .~(zz.:Y/) f or some JZI:Q E G, then @(pi) # @l(~)(y), i.e., 
@(:[;I) # !F(.cz). Therefore, the equality 9 = ,+ o -n; implies that rr(:ri) # 7r(:~). 
The fact just proved enables us to define a mapping h : H x K + R such that ho (7r x 
idl,-) = f. Let us verify that h is continuous. Choose an arbitrary point (t*, y) E H x K 
and a positive number E. Since ci, is continuous, there exists an open neighborhood U of 
t* in H such that 11$(t) ~ +(t*)il < &/2 f or each t E U, i.e., If(:r. 1~) ~ f(:~*, !/)I < &/2 
whenever T(Z) E U, -ir(z*) = f* and ~1 E K. There exists a neighborhood V of y* in K 
such that If(z*. y) ~ f(z*. y*) 1 < ~/2 for each y E V. Let (t: y) E U x V be arbitrary, 
and choose ~1: E G with T(Z) = f. Then we have: 
lh(t;Y) ~ tl(t*,Y*)l = If(.Z>!/) - f(z*,y*)l 
< I.f’(-I;>Y) - f(x*,Y)l + If(J*lY) - f(x*.Y*)l 
< E/2 + E/2 = E. 
This proves the continuity of 17. 
The group H x K is Lindelof, being a product of the second countable group H 
and the compact group K. By Theorem 5.5, H x K is R-factorizable, so we can find 
a continuous homomorphism T : H x K + L onto a second countable group L and a 
continuous function 9: L * R such that h = g o 9. Then 7~* = ‘p o (7~ x idK) is a 
continuous homomorphism of G x K onto L which satisfies the equality f = 9 0 #. 
Therefore, the group G x K is R-factorizable. 0 
Theorem 5.24 does not solve the problem whether a product of an R-factorizable 
group and a compact group is R-factorizable. We will give a positive solution to the 
latter problem for relatively small R-factorizable groups under the additional assumption 
2Nl > c. Let us start with the following auxiliary result. As usual, C(X) denotes the set 
of real-valued continuous functions on a space X. 
Lemma 5.25. Ifan R-jktori~~ble group G satis$e.r u,(G) < 7 3 No, then IC(G)I < Y’. 
In particular; every II%-factorizable group G wxith IUI( G)” < 2n’ is pseudo-w, -cornpuct. 
Proof. Let ti be the family of all continuous epimorphisms of an R-factorizable group G 
onto topological groups of countable weight. (Strictly speaking, 7-t is not a proper class, 
but the correct definition involving equivalent classes of homomorphisms is a routine.) 
Suppose that 7u(G) < r and choose a base I3 at the identity of G with II? < r. Since 
the continuity of every homomorphism YT E 3-1 depends on countably many elements of 
f3, we conclude that 1x1 < 7“. (Another way to deduce the inequality 1x1 < r“’ is to 
embed G as a subgroup into a direct product nbtl Gi of second countable topological 
groups G, and note that one can choose I with 111 < 7. Then apply the fact that every 
homomorphism 7r E IH depends on countably many coordinates.) For every 7r E ‘Ft, put 
C, = {f o rr: f E C(T(G))}. S’ mce the group G is R-factorizable, we have C(G) = 
U{Cn: 7r E 7-f}. F rom tc(n(G)) < No it follows that IC,l < c for each 7r E ‘FI. We 
conclude, therefore, that IC(G)l < 1x1 . c < rw. 
Suppose that the group G with ,w(G)~ < 2N’ contains an uncountable discrete family 
{Ua: c~ < wt } of nonempty open sets. For every (1 < ~1, choose a point x, E U,. Then 
the set X = {xU: 0 < w, } is C-embedded in G, and hence C(G) contains a subset that 
can be identified with 2x. The latter implies that IC(G) I 3 2ixl = 2”‘. Therefore, the 
group G cannot be R-factorizable, for otherwise C(G)1 < w(G)” < 2”. q 
Theorem 5.26. Let G be an II%-jiictorizuble group which sutisjies w(G)” < 2N1. Then 
the product G x K of G and a compact group K is R-factorizable. In particular; under 
2N1 > c the same conclusion holds for every R-factorizable group G with W(G) < C. 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.25, the group G is pseudo-tit-compact. It remains to apply Theo- 
rem 5.24. 0 
Corollary 5.27. Suppose that all continuous homomorphic images H of an IR- 
factorizable group G satisfjkg W(H) < c are pseudo-wl-compuct. Then the product 
G x K is R-factorizable for every compact group K. 
Proof. Let f : G x K + IR be a continuous function. As in the proof of Theorem 5.24, 
consider the mapping p : G + C(K) defined by @(z)(y) = f(z, 1~) for every .c E G 
and y E K, where C(K) is the Banach space of all continuous real-valued functions 
on K with the sup-norm. Since @ is continuous and c(G) < c by Proposition 5.3 
and Theorem 4.29, the image X = p(G) satisfies c(X) < c. Metrizability of C(K) 
implies that ,w(X) = c(X) < c. By the R-factorizability of G, there exist a continuous 
homomorphism rr : G + H onto a topological group H with w(H) < c and a continuous 
mapping $J : H 4 X such that @ = I/ o n. 
Let idK be the identity mapping of K onto itself. Similarly to the proof of Theo- 
rem 5.24, there exists a continuous mapping h : H x K + IR such that ho (7r x idK) = f. 
Define the mapping @ : H + C(K) by @(x)(y) = h(z, y) for all II’ E H and 
y E K. Since H is pseudo-wl-compact and the mapping @ is continuous, the image 
D(H) = G(G) is second countable. The latter permits us to find a continuous homo- 
morphism 9: G + P onto a second countable group P and a continuous mapping 
p : P --j C(K) such that @ = p o 9. In its turn, with the aid of the homomorphism p we 
define a continuous mapping h* : P x K + R such that f = h* o (p x idK). Then we 
finish the proof as in Theorem 5.24. 0 
A thorough analysis of the above proof (involving the dyadicity of K and the use of the 
mapping il : K + C,(G) defined by A(y)(z) = f(z, 1~) for all 5 E G and y E K) shows 
that the conditions of Corollary 5.27 can be changed in different ways. For example, it 
suffices to suppose that every continuous homomorphic image H of G with u!(H) < c 
is R-factorizable (along with the assumption 2Nl > c). It is also possible to assume that 
every continuous homomorphic image H of G with $(H) 6 w is pseudo-tit-compact 
(see Theorem 4.20 of [57]); the assumption 2n’ > c is no more required then. 
Another possibly useful observation is that Theorem 5.24 can be given the following 
symmetric form: a product of an m-factorizable group G and a compact group K is m- 
factorizable. Indeed, group G in Theorem 5.24 is m-factorizable by Theorem 5.21, and 
the product G x K of G and a compact group K is R-factorizable by Theorem 5.24. Note 
that G x K is pseudo-wt-compact because G is pseudo-wt-compact and K is compact. 
Therefore, Theorem 5.21 implies the conclusion. 
Finally, the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.24 helps to show that the product of 
an arbitrary R-factorizable group G and a compact metrizable group K is R-factorizable 
(it suffices to note that the Banach space C(K) IS second countable in this case). We 
will apply this observation to deduce the following result (see Theorem 4.13(4) of [57]). 
Theorem 5.28. A product G x H sf a Lindelef group G and a pseudocompact group H 
is IW-factorizable. 
Proof. Let f : G x H + Iw be a continuous function. Since G is Lindeliif, for every point 
7~ E H there exists a closed Gh-set K, in-H such that 1~ E Kg and f(~y) = f(z, y’) 
whenever x E G and TV’ E Ku. Denote by H the completion of H. Then H is a compact 
group and H is a dense subgroup of H. For every y E H, choose a closed G&-set Fg 
in H such that 7~ E Fg n H C K,. By Corollary 4.15, there exists a countable subset 
M C H such that UzEAl Fv is dense in UyEH Pq, Since H intersects every nonempty 
Gs-set in H, the set R = IJ yEnl K, is dense in H. The family {Fy: y E M} consists 
of zero-sets in the compact group H, and since H is R-factorizable, we can find a 
continuous homomorphism 7r : H + Ho onto a second countable topological group Ho 
such that Fr, = x-‘7r(Fy) for each !/ t Al. Note that the homomorphism 7r is open 
because the group H is compact. Let p = ~IH be the restriction of 7r to H. From 
pseudocompactness of H it follows that p(H) = n(H) = HO. In addition, since H 
interse_cts every nonempty Gb-set in H, we have l,(U n H) = T(U) for each open set 
U in H, i.e., the homomorphism 11 is open. Note that the homomorphisms $ = idG XT 
and cp = idG xp are open as products of open homomorphisms (see diagram (23)). 
GxH,AL 
(23) 
By Lemma 5.9 (with X = S = Gx H, Y = Iw, g = p,Z = Gx Ho and T = Gxp(R)), 
there exists a continuous mapping k : G x HO + Iw such that f = h o y. Since G is 
R-factorizable and HO is compact and second countable, the group G x HO is also R- 
factorizable. Therefore, we can find a continuous homomorphism $ : G x HO + L onto 
a second countable topological group L and a continuous function h,” : L + II8 such that 
h = h* o q!~. Then X = IJ o 9 is a continuous homomorphism of G x H onto L which 
satisfies the equality f = h* o X. This proves that the group G x H is R-factorizable. 0 
A Tychonoff space X is called No-stable if every continuous image Y of X with 
ito < No satisfies rr,~(Y) < No. It is known that Lindeliif C-spaces and Lindelof 
P-spaces are No-stable [lo]. Making use of the arguments presented in the proofs of 
Theorems 5.24, 5.28 and Corollary 5.27, one can show that the product of an No-stable 
Lindelijf group and a subgroup of a Lindelof C-group is R-factorizable (see Theorem 4.16 
of [57]). This leaves, however, the following open problem. 
Problem 5.8. Is the product of a Lindelof topological group and a totally bounded group 
R-factorizable? 
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